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Abstract 

We propoI8 a high statistics study of the physics of Beauty particles at the Tevatron pP Collidc:r 
with a new dedicated detector which coven a 600 mrad forward aperture with magnetic spectrometers, 
RICH countc:n and cJ.ectromagneti calorimeters. The detector is trigered by real-time ca1culations on 
data obtained from a silicon micro-vertex detector installed inside the vacuum chamber throuabout the 
interaction region. With Jgdt < 10 pb -1, AM{f' can be measured with an enor of ±0.1 from the 
observed time oscillations in the decay oftaged. Bs mesons. With Jgdt l1:l:I200 pb- 1, rare branching 
fractions as I5IIUIl1 as 10- 1 could be meamn::d, although CP-Violation will only be accessible if the 
asym.metries are larger than about300/0. 

*) Spokesperson 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Om: of the most cbaDenginl and important problems in high energy experimental physics is how 
best to study rare decays of Beauty particles as a probe of possible new physics beyond the Standard 
Model with thrI:e generations. We therefore propose a new detector dedicated to the study of B-physics 
(Beauty or Bottom) at the Tevatron proton-antiproton Collider. 

The large cross section for BR production in hadronic interactions (e.I.• SO "bam at the Tevatron 
Co1lider and several hundred "bam at LHC and SSC). coupled with sophisticated triger processor 
techniques should make possible the acquisition of enonnous samples of exclusive Beauty decays at 
hadron colliding-beam machines. The dedicated Beauty experiment which we are proposina will allow 
us to make a detailed study of Bs and Bd mixina effects. the observation of final states with branchinl 
fractions u small as 1.7 )( 10-' (10 events per j.sfdt = 200 pb- 1). in addition to lifetime. mass and 
branchi:na fraction m.easumnen.ts of the entire spectrum of Beauty particles. CP-Violation effects will 
be observable (at the 3c7 level) at the Tevatron, only if the asymmetries are larger than about 0.5. Thus, 
the search for CP-Violation effects in Beauty decay at the Tevatron will likely only prepare the way for 
the next ~tion of experimen~. 

In ~ to allow our proPosed ~~i to be compared moSt simply,' yet correctly. with other 
options, we aivc in Table I the few numbers and facts that are of essential importance. In the body of 
this proposal, we explain and justify the table entries. 

Table J: Essential Characteristics" ofThis Proposed Experiment. 

2. Geometric Accept.ance& 230/0 or 46% 

3. Triger Etliciencyb 20-45% 

4. Flavor Taging EfticiencyC >350% 
5. Reconstruction Ef6ciencyd 29-45% 

6. RICH Particle Identification ? YES 

7. ~ Calorimetry? YES 

(a) The value for JII'Ol'Ddrlc acceptance depends on whether one or both forwud spec-
trometer anu are instrumen.ted. See discussion in Chapters 3 and 9. 

(b) The triger c:fIici&mcy depends to some extent on the charged particle multiplicity of a B 
final state. See diacusaion in Chapter 4. 

(c) The larger value applies to a Bs·Mixing experiment. See the discussion of tapi effi-
ciency in Chapter 7. 

(d) Reconstruction efficiencies are discussed in Chapter 8 

http:m.easumnen.ts
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J. INTRODUCTION 

Om of the moa& cballengina and important problems in high eneray experimental physics is how 
best to study rare decaya of Beauty partides u a probe of possible new physics beyond the Standard 
Model with three gmcratiom. We then:fore propose a new detector dedicated to the study of B-physics 
(Beauty or Bottom) at the Tevatron proton-antiproton Collidcr. 

The 1arp crou section for BS production in hadronic interactions (e.g., SO µbarn at the Tevatron 
Collider and several hundred µbun at LHC and ssq, coupled with sophisticated triger proceuor 
teclmiques should make poSS1'ble the acquisition of enormous samples of exclusive Beauty decays at 
hadron colliding-beam rnacbmes. The dtdicated Beauty experiment which we are proposing will allow 
us to make a detailed study of B5 and Bd mixing dfects, the observation of final states with branching 
f:rw:tu:,m u mw1 u 1.7 x 10-• (10 events perJ..:t'dt • 200 pb-1), in addition to lifetime, mass and 
branching fraction measurrments of the entire spectrum of Beauty particles. CP-Violation effects will 
be observable (at the 3o level) at the Tevatron, only if the asymmetries are larger than about 0.5. Thus, 
the !eUCh for CP-Violation e:ffec:ts in Beauty decay at the Tevatron will likely only prepare the way for 
the next ~ of e:xperirnen~1. 

' . . . • . . 
In order to allow our proposed experimcni to be compared most simply, yet correctly, with other 

option,, we aive in Table 1 the few numbers and facts that are of essential importance. In the body of 
th.ii proposal, we explain and justify the table entries. 

Table J: E.uential Cltarat:tmstid' of Thu Propos~d Experl,,wnt. 

2. Geometric Aa:eptancell 

3. Trlgpr Efficiencyb 

4. FlPor Taama Effic:iencyC 

5. Recomtructiml Efflc:ienc:yG 
6. RICH Padidl Tdemfic:ation ? 

7. ~ CaJorimetry ? 

23% or 46o/e 

20-45% 

>JS°% 

29-45% 

YES 

YES 

(a) n. fflm tor p,metric acceptance depends on whctb&lr one or both forward spec• 
trometcr mm are imtrummted. See diseussion in Chapters 3 and 9. 

(b) The m.., effic;icoc;y depends to some extent on the cbarpd patic1e multiplicity of a B 
final state. See dixusaion in Chapter 4. 

(c) Tm 1arp:r value applia to a B5-Mmna experimmt. See the diacuuion of taging di-
cimcy in Chapter 7. 

(d) Recomtruction efficencies are discuwd in Chapter 8 .. 
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For~ we compare the contents of Table 1 with the parameters of a new e•e-
~-Factory'. The product of our items 1,2 and 3 is 2 3. Hz, to be compared with the compond• 
ing result for m '"idalized• e-+- e- B-F actory, 10 Hz ( 1034 • 1 nb) where, for the e-+-e- case, we assume 
the muimum conceivable luminosity and assume acceptance and efficiencies an all 1000/,. It is also 
interesting to note that, in the next generation of pp colliden, the parameters for a hadron collider 
B-Factoty of the type we propose give another factor of about 10 (cross section and increased acxep-
taru:e from larger forward collimination). 

To compare our proposed experiment with other collider options at the Tevatron, it is only nee• 
esaazy to compaie the product of items 2, 3 and 4, since o•9 will be the same for all such experiments. 
As explained in the following paragraphs and, in more detail, in Chapter 4 and APPENDIX A, our 
trig:ring approach is unique and does not rely on the ineflicimlt we of lepton tap as trig:n. More-
over, our extensive study of the possibilities of U!ing charged kaon.s as flavor tags shows that they 
should be much superior to lepton tags. 

The efficient trig:ring of heavy flavor in hadron machines wu long thought to be ·next to im-
possible". However, the success of Fermilab Experiment E691 and its successors in obtaining large 
clean samples of channcd particles has partly di.spelled this "myth•. Now, with a great deal of 
Monte-Carlo simulation work followed by a 3-month test experiment at the S~-Collider of a new 
type of collidcr microvertex detector (see APPENDIX C), we have demonstrated that it should be 
possible to obtain large samples of fully reconstructed and taged Beauty particles with minimal back· 
ground. 

The propotec:l experimental apparatus consists of a planar-silicon microvertex detector at the cen-
ter of an intcn.ction region. followed by dedicated large aperture forward spec:1:tomcter(s) installed on 
the ou~ina beam pipes, with Ring-lrnaging-CHerenkov (RICH) particle idcntmcatiou and electro· 
magnetic calorimetertry. Event reconstruction is facilitated by infomiation from the silicon microver-
tcx detector, whose element, an installed perpendicular to and in cloac proximity to the circulating 
beams, inside the vacuum pipe and dispezsed throughout the interadion region. A I..cvel-1 trigger re-
sults from digital calculations based on the silicon data. 

For the following reasons, we focus our attention in the forward directiona of the pp system: 

• The 50lid angle density of b and S quarks is considerably larger in the forward direction than 
elsewhere (sec Ci.apter 3). Qualitatively, this ariaes becauac, far above threshold in the pp cen• 
ter of mua, the intcrad:ing partona tend to have increuingly unequal momentum. 

• The momenta of B•mesom in the forward direction ue much larger than at 900. The decay 
products are theraore euia' to track miably and vertex and overall topology definition is im• 
proved. Thm, mm rec:onstruction is enhanced. Calorimetric detection of y' s also improves. 

• 13ocau• of the relamely small solid angle coverqc: and planar pomctry, design, construction 
and- main1mano: ;, euia- and therefore less expensive. 

• Hcavy•fmmed baryona (e.a,, bud, cud, bc:u, bsu, etc.) may be more easily produced and 
studied in the forwud cmectioD. 

• The forward peaking of heavy flavor partic1ea should be even more prDDDun=i at the next 
gcm:ration of hi&bm' energy colliders, where the larger bS c:osa scctiona will evmtua11y provide 
the yields required for CP-V'101ation studies. Thua, the proposed experiment would be a first 
example of an important clasl of future experimmts and valuable expertiae and cxpcriencc •· 
would be obtained. 

1 A 43,0CO cbanml lilicoD strip mic:rowrta detlC:tCI' wu run inlidl tha s~ vacwm pipe 8' 1.5 mm from tha circwa:mg 
bamL Thi o~ of clan baclcaro\!Dd-&. nmtl comt.itWU a major stap iD damomtrarma th.a& tha lilic:on trigpr 
dilCUllld in thil propoal will acmal1y wcrk. 
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For comp1etenea. we compare the contents of Table 1 with the parameters of a new e + e-
"'B-Factory". 1."he product of our items 1,2 and 3 is 2.3 x 10" Hz, to be compared with the compand-
ing result for an "IdeaHud" e+e- B-Factory, 10 Hz (1034 • 1 nb) where, for the e+e- case, we assume 
the maximum. conc:eivable luminosity and assume acceptance and e'fficiencies are all 100%. It is also 
interesting to note that, in the next generation of pp co11iders. the parameters for a hadron co11ider 
B-Factory of the type we propose give another factor of about 10 (cross section and increased accep-
tance from larger forward colHmination). 

To compare our proposed experiment with other collider options at the Tevatlon, it is only nec-
essary to compare the product of items 2, 3 and 4, since 0',5£ will be the same for all such experiments. 
As explained in the fonowing paragraphs and, in more detail, in Chapter 4 and APPENDIX A, our 
triggering approach is unique and does not rely on the inefficient use of lepton tap as triggers. More-
over, our extensive study of the possibilities of using charged kaons as flavor tags shows that they 
should be much superior to lepton tags. 

The efficient triggering of heavy flavor in hadron machines was long thought to be "next to im-
possible". However, the success of Fer:milab Experiment E691 and its successors in obtaining large 
clean samples of charmed particles has partly dispelled this "myth... Now, with a great deal of 
Monte-Carlo simulation work followed by a 3-month test experiment at the S-ppS-Collider of a new 
type of co11ider microvertex detector1 (see APPENDIX C), we have demonstrated that it should be 
possible to obtain large samples of fully reconstructed and tagged Beauty particles with m;n;maJ back· 
ground. 

The propoled experimental apparatus consists of a planar-silicon microvertex detector at the cen-
ter of an interaction. region, followed by dedicated large a.perture forward spectrometer(s) installed on 
the outgoing beam pipes, with Ring-Imagmg-CHerenkov (RICH) particle identification and electro-
magnetic calorimetertry. Event reconstruction is facilitated by information from the silicon microver-
tex detector, whose elements are installed perpendicular to and in close proximity to the circula.ting 
beams, inside the vacuum. pipe and dispersed throughout the interaction region. A Level-I trigger re-
sults from digital calculations based on the silicon data. 

For the fonowing reasons, we focus our attention in the forward directions of the PIS system: 

• 	 The solid angle density of b and I; quarks is considerably larger in the forward direction than 
elsewhere (see Chapter 3). Qualitatively, this arises because. far above threshold in the PIS cen-
ter of mass, the interacting partons tend to have increasingly unequal momentum. 

• 	 1."he momenta of B-mesons in the forward direction are much larger than at goo. 1."he decay 
producta are then:fore easier to track reliably and vertex and overall topology definition is im-
proved. Thus, event reconstruction is enhanced. Calorimetric detection of y's also improves. 

• 	 Because of the rclativcly small solid angle coverap and planar geometry, design, construction 
and maintenllJlQ! is easier and then:fore less expensive. 

• 	 Heavy-flavored baryons (e.g., bud, cud, bcu, bru, etc.) may be more easily produced and 
studied in the forward direction. 

• 	 The forward peaking of heavy flavor particles should be even more pronounced at the next 
generation of higher energy colliders, where the 1aqer bI; cross sections will eventually provide 
the yields required for CP-Violation studies. Thus, the proposed experiment would be a first 
example of an important class of fu.tu:re experim.en.ts and valuable e:x:pertise and experience 
would be obtained. 

1 A 43.000 clwmel silicon Itrip microftrta detector WIll run inside the SpJ5S vacuum pipe at. 1.S mm from the cIrc:ulatiJl& 
beaDll. The oblervadon or cleIIIl blCkground-free events conRitutel a major step in demOMtradDa: tba1 the IIilicon trigger 
discuIIed in thiI propolll1 wiUlICtWIIly work. 

http:experim.en.ts
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In the body of this proposal we present details of the trigger design and detector which would 
furnish more than 101 reconstrw::ted B-Mesons per 200 pbarn -1 integrated luminosity at the Tevatron 
Collide!' with..js == 1.6 TeV. The actual number of reconstructed events obtained will depend on 
whether one or both collider arms are instrumented with spectrometers (the proposed silicon and tria-
ger systems are bi-dircc:ti.onal and will serve either situation). We emphasize that all rate estimates in 
the propoeaI __me a two-ann spectrometer system, ia order to demODStrate the fuJI poteatlal of the 
experimeat. See the discussion of this point in Chapter 9. 

In Chapter 2 we discuss the physics goals of the experiment, in particular Bs-Mixing. and explain 
the 'reach' of such an experiment at the Tevatron in studying CP-Violation and rare decay modes. if 
the experiment is run with sufficient priority. 

Chapter 3 contains a discussion of the geometric acceptance of our proposed apparatus. In 
Chapter 4, we describe the trigger algorithm (see also Appendix A), which is based on real-time vertex 
calculations of silicon micro-vertex detector data. A Monte-Car1o simulation of the trigger is described 
and a perfonnance summary is given. 

Chapter S contains a detailed discussion of the various spectrometer elements. The silicon mi-
cro-vertex detector is also described in APPENDIX C, where resulta are given of a similar detector re-
cently run at the SppS-Collider. The large aperture forward detector consists of two coaxial spectrom-
eters (2.5-100 mrad and 100-600 mrad. respectively). equiped with liquid and gas 
Ring-Imaging-CHerenk.ov (RICH) Counters. Complete electromagnetic calorimeter coverage of the 
spe;trometer aperture would provide sensitivity for such final states u: Bs'" Os· ... DsY and B .... 
D0 ... DOy. 

Chapter 6 describes how the silicon data will be analyzed in real time by a pipelined Data-Driven 
processor. The readout system sto.event data from the spectrometer detectors in pipelined buffer 
memory while the proc::essor is making a decision. A Level-2 trigger, which performs further analysis 
on the complete set of spectrometer data, is implemented with a large system of so-MIPS RISC pro-
cessors. 

The problems of flavor taaing are dealt with in Chapter 7. Resulta from a Monte-Carlo simula-
tion are given, which allow an evaluation of the relative effectiveness of lepton va. charged bon tag-
ging. 

Chapter 8 deals with the otT-line reconstruction problems of Beauty-mesons in hadronic interac-
tions. Results are given using reconstruction software written to analyze and find signals for different B 
decay modes in Monte-Carlo generated event samples. Quantitative estimates are given of the expected 
combinatoric background. The median momentum of detected and reconstrw::ted B-mesons is about 
4S GeV and the B proper time can be mcuured with a precision better than tlt/t == 6%. These facts 
allow excellent B-IJ, oscUlation studies to be made. Evaluations of the yielda which can be expected for 
such an analysis and for a CP-VIOlation search are also given. A Monte-Carlo simulation of the analy-
sis of RICH counter data is also given. 

Finally, in Chapter 9. we discuas the desired time scale and present an estimate of the costa. 

2. PHYSICS GOALS 

2.1 Overall GDIIIs tUUl Sen.sitirity to Rtue DeCilY Cluuuaeu 

Further major advaru:es in our understanding of Beauty physics will come from experiments 
which produce very Jarae samples of B-mesons and baryons, from which many di1ferent exclusive final 
states can be recon.structed with good mass resolution, good proper life time resolution and initial fla-
vor tagging. Technical items are dealt with in the following chapters. Here, we simply point out that, 
with such data, the physics of both production and decay processes can be considerably clarified.. 

http:Ring-Imaging-CHerenk.ov
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Ana1ysia of the observed production processes will result in a much-needed understanding of the 
small-x g1uon struct1JIe tun.:tion of the proton. Studies of the spec;troscopy of thc!" entire series of 
B-mesons and baryons. including thOle which contain both b and e quarks (e.g., be, bcd, bcu, etc.) 
will also be possible. For example, reactions such as Be - - J/III'''-fl-''+ should be easily identifiable. 
Mcasurcmcnts of invariant masIJeS and lifetimes of the entire spectroscopic array of states will be feasi-
ble. 

The search for new physics beyond the 3-gencration version of the Standard Model will be the 
main foc:ua of future Beauty experiments. Uncxpccted values of branching fractions, mixing parameters 
in Bs and Bd decays and CP-VIOlation param.ctcrs will have great interest in this connection. Presum-
ably the top mass will have been determined by the time our first result. arc available and will be used 
in making more stringent predictions that can be tested. If top has not yet been found, our results will 
be of even greater interest. 

We now comment on the sensitivity we could expect to reach in our search for rare decay chan-
nels, if sufficient running time is given and the full (two-arms instrumented) detector is 
constructed. With a bb total cross section of SO "bam at the Tevatron and an integrated luminosity, 

1[.sedt - 20q pb- 1 - (lOu cm.- Zsec- • 10' sec' 2), a total. of 1010 bb events arc produced. The dis- 
cussion below in Chapter 3 exPlains that, of thele 1010 ' events, ==.6' 1051 B or S mesons will have all 

.'  

their decay tracks contained within the 600 mrad spectrometer apertures. From the discussions in  
Chapters 4 and 8 on triggering and event reconstruction, we estimate that the net triggering and recon- 
struction eflicicncy for a final state with all charged tracks is == 10%. Thus, a mode with a brancbin&  
fraction of about 1.7, 10-1 should yield 10 observed events. It is interesting to note that the new gen- 
eration ofpp colliders. with bbcross sections 5-10 times larger, with somewhat more forward collima- 
tion of B decay tracks and with somewhat larger usable luminosity may yield an additional factor of  
ten or so better sensitivity.  

2.2 Bs·Mixing (CP·CollserNd) 

We consider a prototype mixing measurement in which exclusive final states of the Bs. such as: 

B 0 _ D ·-,,+fI+fI- D .- - D - ... (1)s s 's s , 

arc reconstructed and the proper decay time of each event is measured. The flavor of each B-Meson at 
production is .tagged. by observing a supplementary K± or I± in the spectrometer, as discussed in 
Chapter 7. 

Four proper time distributions will be obtained from the reconstructed and tagged Bs and Ss me- 
sons:  

T+ Bs(t) (1) 

T- Bs(t) (2) 

T+ Us(t) (3) 

T- Us(t) (4) 

where T + and T - denote the two chargca of the ,EOssible tagging particles (e.g •• e +. e -. ,,+. ,,-, K + • 
K -). Since a Bs can be produo:d together with a Bu. Ud or Us. the tagging particle can arise from any 
one of these. The latter two states arc themselves subject to oscillation and can lead to the wrong sign 
tag. refcred to in this document as ·mis-tagging·. Other sources of mis-tagging arc, for example. back-
ground under the B. signal. other physics sources of the tagging particles. etc. Mis-tagging is estimated 
in Chapter 7. 
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In order to a:nive at the equations which describe B decay time distributions (ignoring the possi-
bility of CP violation), we start by expressjng BO and 11° (Bd or Bs) as the usua11incar combination of 
mass eigenstatea, Bl and Bt : 

IBO > - £lB I > + IBz > ] I J2 	 (5) 

1110 > ... £lBI > - IBz >] I J2 	 (6) 

With the BO - 110 transitions allowed by the second-order weak interaction. we have as the 
tiJnc-evolved state for an initial BO: 

lji(t) = [e-iMlt-rlt/2·IB1> + e-iMtt-rzt/2·IBz>]/J2 (7) 

Expanding IBI > and IB t > in terms of the observed IBo > and 1110 > states. and projecting out their 
amplitudes, we have as the probabilities to sec BO and 11°: 

1< BOllji(t) > IZ ... e~ rt ~ [1. + cos(AMt)] I 2 	 (8).. ' . '. 
1< 1I°llji(t) > 'Z = e - rt . [l - cos(AMt)] I 2 (9) 

In (8) and (9), r • r 1 ... r z. because of the J.argc phase space available in B decay. and AM ... 
M1-Mz' 

Integrating Eqs. 8 and 9 over time. we find that the rates for no-oscillation and oscillation. re-
spectively. go as (2+x1)/(l +XZ) and xZ/(l +XZ). where x. AMif'. Ifwc assume that a Bs and its ac-
compa.nying II decay independently and that only the time dependcru:c of the Bs is measured. the ex-
pressions which describe the tagged time distributions are given by Eqs. 8 and 9. multiplied by the 
appropriate time-averaged rate for the tag-providing II. These products are shown in Table 2 for the 
four possible cases of tags. T+ and T-. with Bs and lis. respectively. and for the two possible initial 
states. 

Following the discussion on taBBing in Chapter,. we note that the Bs decay time distributions for 
Final States 1-4 in Table 2 have the following simple fonnsifthe initial states Blls and D'Bs occur with 
equal probability.1 

T+ Bs or T- D's A(t) • e-to [1 - Kco,(xt)] 	 (10) 

T+ D's or T- B, A(t) • e -t • [1 + Kcos(xt» 	 (11) 

Unlaged B, or I, A(t) • e- t 	 (12) 

In these fcmnWu the mjm. parameter. x - AMIf' and t is the Bs proper lifetime in units of mean 
life. K is the net 'dilution' factor which results from all types of mis-tagging and decreases the ampli-
tude of the odaDon from. the value it would have were the flavor of the decaying B always correctly 
determined. A(t) is the accept.anc:e function discussed in Chapter 8. 

If the initial states Bls and IIBs do not occur with equal probability. it may be seen from the en-
tries in Table 2 that Final States 1 and 3 will have identical magnitudes for K (but opposite sian). and 
Final States 2 and 4 will also have identical values. For example. if initial state Bls has probability « 
and IIBs has probability (1 -«). it can be seen that the experimental value of K should depend on « in 

2 	 We note that this may not be tbe QII in pp interlC&iOIll and in pP interllCdOlll when tbe B. are produced away from I1l'lIll 
Feynmm-z. A poaible uymmetry in B. and I. producdoD dlMl to va1aa quark effectI bill reteVIDCIII to tbe lUldy of 
CP-Violadon uymmetriII and mUll be UDdentood empirically. ThII pb)'licl of tbe produaion procell II a1Io or inte.relt in 
ita own ri&hL 
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Table 2: Joinl Time-Integrated. Time-Dependent Rates( a,b,c) 

Final State Initial State Initial State Equal Sum 
BSs SBs 

(1) T+ Bs(t) (2 + XZ) • [1 - COl] XZ • [1 + cos] 1-[1/(1 + XZ)] • cos 

(2) T- Bs(t) XZ • [i-cos] (2+ XZ) • [1 + cos] 1+[1/(1 +XZ)] • COl 

(3) T+ Ss(t) (2+xZ) • [1 + cos] XZ • [1-cos] 1 + [1/(1 + XZ)] • cos 

(4) T- Bs(t) XZ • [i + cos] (2+ XZ) • [i-cos] 1-[1/(1 + XZ)] • cos 

(a) To simplify the readirig0 of this table, a common factor e- rt/(I +'XZ) is suppressed in all 
terms in columna 2 and 3, as is the argument, (aMt), from all cosine functions. 

(b) The B or B decay which provides the tagging particle is time-integrated. The Bs decay 
is time-depcndent. Throughout this table, x = aM[r for the tagging B or B, whereas the 
araument of the cosine function is for the Bs' 

(c) In this table, the tagging particles an: assumed to be secondary K t or leptons. They 
give the flavor of the B or B at time of decay (e.g., K+ or 1+ result from a B, whereas a K-
or 1- result from a B). 

the following way (for fbu:d value of x): 

K+ - ±[-2a+(I-2a)xZ]/[2a+xZ] (13)  

K- = t[2(l-Il)+(l-2a)xZ]/[2(I-Il)+xZ] (14)  

Fig. 1 show bow K dcpenda on II for both types of final states and for x = 0.7 and 10, respec-
tively. An obec:rvecl value of K will, of counc, be a weighted avcraae over the three contributing values 
of x. The c:ffeetive dilution factors for dift'crent types of tap can be dircdly measured by studying the 
tap which occur with Bt production, where the identity of a valid tag is known. 

2.3 SimlllatiD" ofB,-Mbc;"g AIuIlysb: 

In order to dcmon.stra.tc how the cxpcc:tcd statistical significance in the determination of x = 
aM[r dcpenda on sample a, we have generated Monte-Carlo data samples and subjected them to 
joint Muimum-LikcHbood fits with X. T and K as free param.c:ten. 

Event sample decay times an: generated according to the distributions of Eqs. (10-11) in Section 
2.2. The acc:eptanc:e function is taken to be our empirical form, A{t) = 4tz/{l+4tz), as explained in 
Chapter 8. We UIe a value of the tagging dilution constant, K - 0.34, which is somewhat smaller than 
the value 0.4 eJtimate<J in Chapter 7, to allow for Cberenkov identification cfliciencies and background. 

0' 

http:dcmon.stra.tc
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FigunJ: Deptmdtml!t! 01K+ ~g- On 4 For ThTn VaIue.r 01%. TIic lower left contains 
Eq. 8 evaluated for the thnc indicated values of L The upper right contains Eq. 
9 evaluated for the same va1uea of L The supencripts OD T+ and T- refer to 
the sip of the tagin, partida. 

Monte-Carlo calculations show that bacJqp:ound. is associated with B events and thus that it hu an 
exponential proper time dependence with the same lifetime 81 the sipa1. Wlth this assumption. the 
only effect of the bacJqp:ound. is to dilute the oscillation amplitude and thus red.uco K. For each data 
sample. we aIao apmcrate a sample of decay times for the comspondina sample of 1.I.D1aged Bs (Eq. 12 
is in Section 2.2) I.SIUIIlirl& 81 diIcussed in. Section 8.2. that the fraction taged. is 3S'Y•• 

A simultaneous Ma'limum-Lib6hoocl fit wu then made to an enUre data sample uain& for each 
event, the relevant Equation (10), (11) or (12). For eumple. the I iJceJihood. function for a Bs taged 
withaT+ia: 

A(t) • e-t • [1 - KcoI(J.1)] 
Z -

IA(t) • e-t • [1 - Kcol(xt)] dt 

The sum of -Joa.!I fOr aD. e9'CDtI is mitrimiud usiDa the prepam MINUrr. 

F'J&I. 2(a-h) show typb1 ~ distributioDa for samp_ of SOOO taged. events. pu::rated at 
each of the x va1ua: 0.7, 5. 10 aDd 15. The curves resultin, tiom the joint Maximum-Likelihood fits 
aze abo shown for each cue. Table 3 shows the fitted va1uea of L The foDowiq paqnphs show that 
a successl\d experillJl!lDt could be performed. with far fewar evc:ma. 

We DOW iuvatipte the dependence of the quality of the results on sample size. The parameters 
which best indieve the sample size nquired. for a good measurement of B. mild:na are the error in the 
miJdna paI1UDder (crxl aDd the siarrific:ana' of the oaciUa:t;ion amplitude ( Ncr - K divided by the error 
in K). 1'hae two cpw,tjtiea are p10ttecl in. Fia- 3 81 a funGtion of the Dumber of events for a 
fimi K value of 0.34 aad an x value of 15. 

.',."' 
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Fipre 2: Pmper time distributions for the two typeI of tagecl events, accord.ina to Sq•. 

(6-7); (a,b):& - 0.7, (c,d) 1 - 5, (e.f) x - 10, (g,h) x-IS. The Monte-CarJo data points 
COD'eIIpOD4 to • we.,.. of 5000 tagecl events, as di.scuaIccl in the tell. The curves result &om 
simulta...Mu:imum.J .Drc:bnnod &ta to the data shown and the proper time distribution 

of the c:onespondina untap sampJe.. 

We D&It try to tind. the minimum event sample size which will allow a significant mca.suzemmt of 
the mimi paameter. We investipted the uniqueDell of the solution by studyiq the 1oa-1.ilce1;hood 
fum:tion ft. X for a 1aqe number of paerated. Montc-Ouio 'eJ:perimenU'" for ada sample size. Fig. 4 
shows typic:al examp_ of the resultiq c:urves. In Fig. 4(a). a typical (bid) e:umple of the result is 
shown for a sample of 150 tagecl events. It is obviously not pouibla to obtain zetiabJe RSU1ts with 
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Table J: JC - AM/f' VQ/ua ObtaiMd From Fiu Shown In FigS. 2 

Input x Value Fitted x 

0.7 0.70::t: 0.05 
5.0 4.99::t: 0.03 

10.0 9.96::t: 0.03 
15.0 14.93::t: 0.03 

0.2 

2 

12  

10  

6  

0.16 

0.12 
NO"ax 

6 
0.08 

4 

0.04 

0O. 
, .... ..,..00 1'0.0 1..0 

F'igrIn J: (a) Etror 011. tb8 mUin, parameter (ox) VI. thAt Dumber of Bs sipal events. (b) The 
ppdficara (ill ttancIard deviations) of tho oscillatjon amplitudo (K.) VI. tho Dumber of B, 

siaaal eventL 

such a small sample. For comparison., Ftp. 4(b,c,d) show typical Jo,-I ikeHbood fu:actiou pJotted VI. 
x for tagDd sample sizes of 300, 600 aDd 1700 events, respectively. We CODdude that a sample size of 
about 1000 tagDd events is tho ""anest sample size from which a meaninafW. nm1t could be obtaiDecl. 
A run. p1artned for 4000 taaed evmu should tberef'ore aDow a ,utJideDt safety maqiD.. 
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NlV"" ISO NlV=300 

o. 7.5 15. O. 7.5 15. 

Flgun 4: - Log-Li/celiJrood Function v.r. x: Tite data .rampla of ISO, 300, 600 and 1700 
events were all generated with x = 1S. In each case, the distributions are typical 
examples from a study of 20 Monte-Carlo experiments. 

2.4 Smsitivity 0/CP- YiDUJdoIl Se",ch 

We ccmaic:Ier • prototype of future CP-Violation measurements. The larger bi' croll section and 
increased. foIwanl co11jmation cs.peded at the next gr:ncration of macbi:nn will 1ib1y be needed to 
ac:bicYe the dainI4 .ui.tMty to CP-Violation effects. Nonetheleu. it is interesting to estimate the 
*reach' of such .. e:l:JWiment at the Tevatron Collider. We have studied. the sensitivity of the pro. 
posed apparatuI to • I1IIlIIIIIIW/II of a CP-Violation asymmetry in the decay: 

(IS) 
(16) 

Anowiq for CP-V1Olation, the time dependences of the decay of Bd and. B'd into this CP eigens-
tate are: 

"... 

N(Bd - J/tIIKS> $1:1 A(t) • e- t • [1 - sin(2.8)· sin(Ji)l (17) 
lQ(B'd - J/"'K~ ::IS A(t) • ,-t . [1 + sin(2II)' sin(Ji)1 (18) 
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where t is the proper time measund from. produetion in units of the mean B life time, /J is an angle in 
the unitarity man... ad x - AM/l' for the B (or I) at production. A(t) is the detector acc:eptance 
fundion cti.Ic:uIIcd. ia Chapter 8. 

Theae time dependences imply a time-depen.dent asymmetry in the decay: (N - N)/(N + N). In 
order to measure this asymmetry, it is neceasary to tag the Bavor of the B at production using the 
techniques described ia Chapter 7. Wbm iDaa:uraci.es inbensnt in the taainl are taken into ac:c:ount, 
the oblerval asymmetry tabs the form: 

Aoba K· sin(2IJ) (19)::II 

where K is the net 'dilution'" factor, which differs from unity due to imperfect taaina. as discussed in 
Chapter 7. 

A Monte.Carlo study was performed to determine the event sample size required to observe a 
given statistical sianjfic:ance in a measurement of a CP-Violation asymmetry. For example, Fia.s 5(a.b) 
show the proper time distributions for 2100 Monte-Carlo events (beyond the reach of a Teva.tron ex-
periment) each of Reactions IS and 16. respectively, pnerated assumins sin(49) .. 0.20, x 0.7. a::II 

net dilution' faetor, K - 0.47, aiui an empirical a.cc:eptancc function A(t)~ the curves shown are the 
result of a Muimum.-I ikeJihood tit for sin(49) of Eqs. 17 and 18 jointly to the data in Figs. 5(a,b). 
The value found is sin(49) - 0.176 ± 0.044 (4a sianmc:ance). FiB- 5(c) superimposes the two fitted 
CU1'VeI from Figs. 5(a) and (b). The muimum deviation occurs at 2.2 mean lives, correSPOndina to an 
argument of .,,/2. ia sin(xt), whm x .. 0.7. 

.oJ 

'0 

""-... III 
III,J 
c: 
Q} 
> 

I~J 
/~-'''''''''''-

10 

I "_,_,-..\..t..L' _T' 4 '.' •• L... t.l. L.L>.J........... • ................. o 0,5 , 15 

t / T 

Figwe S: M...CtriI S""", ofCP-YioUJtIon Eff«u in Bd Dft!lfY. (a) Proper time 
d.istdbutioD. of 2100 examples of Reaction IS (beyoad the reach of a Tevatron 
ap"iment). Fitted CUI'Ye is Eq. 17; (b) Same for 2100 cumpla of Rcadion 16. 
Cune is Sq. 18; (c) The two fitted curves from (a,b) are superimposed. 

....,.  

FiB- 6 sbowa the total sample sizes of tagDc1 B and 1 requited to ohlene a 3cr or a ... asymmetry 
eflic:t u a fimction of sin(2IJ), usumiI:aa a net dilution factor of 0.47. As will be SCCI'l ia the d.iacuasion 

http:iDaa:uraci.es
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of yield est;m"", iD. Chapter 8, we may eJPOCl a total of only about " SO reconstructed tagaed examples 
of Readiool (1S) ami (16) from runs with total IZdt - 200 pb- 1• Thus a ;x, asyJDJDCtry etTect could 
only be obseued if sin(1J1) > Oa. 

AM I r = 0.10 

,. 
10l-

30" 

Figure 6: Total TDgged B and J EHnU RtquiTtd for 3<1 and .. Effects. Required number of 
tagaed events is ploned VI. sin(2B), asaumin.g K - 0.4, 

J. GEOMETRIC ACCEPTANCE 

F.. 1 shows the an.plar diatribution in the laboratory of decay tracb from B-Meaona generated 
via glucm-sJ;uon fusion for Ja - 1.6 TeV pP iD.teractiona uaiDa the PYTHIA Monte-Carlo program.I 
A major fraction of the Beauty siaDal is found. in the forward. direction... 

We haft attempted to desip a forwad spectrometer which baa the 1arpst angu)ar a.pcrture con-
si.steo.t with UDifoaD. pIIDar a,eometry. We fiDd that, for apertula larpr t.bar& about 600 mrad, detector 
complications IDIl COIIII rile more rapidly t.bar& the beDc:fita. We therefore choose 'mu - 600 mrad 
for our proposed delmar. The spedlometer which satisfies the a.pcrture requirements discussed here 
and baa the p1aDa' ..,1IIIBtI) requiJed for minimal complnity is shown in Fia- 8. The spectrometer e1. 
emmta .. dacr.ibed iD. Chapter S. 

Table 4 abo.. the geoJDIIItlic acc:eptaDce of a two-lDIl600 mrad spectlometer system at Ja - 1.6 
TeV. AD decay tncb of 30% of III B maona pmd.uced .. 1W1y c:outaiDed iD. the system; 30% of all 
B' meaoDI .. 1W1y contained IDIl there is a 140/. overlap in which both B IDIlIi .. contained.. Thus, 
iD. 460/. of III BII 0ftDtI pmd.uced, either B or II, or both, .. aa:cptecL It may .., be stated that, if 

, 	 H.·U. JIeD&UIOn,. Q. I.",.. Comput. Pb)'I Comm1& 34 (1915) 251; H.·U. JIeD&UIOn,. T. SjoIcraad, Comput. PbJl 
CoJmmm. 46 (1917) 43 • 

.. It bu ... poiD.Md out b)' o.a.u..tuIa [pri't'aM comm,1IdMdoa] tbat tbIt Qt.erwd ~ dlllributioal ma, bit ... more 
IbarpIJ t'orftrd puked dIIID. _ ill Pta. 7. em. to COIdrilNdGaa ftoom ~ dIIID. tbIt low ...... QCD pro C 1 ••1. \JIIIl ill tbIt 
pDIInIioD of bodl PYTHIA I11III 1SAJB1'. 
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Figun 7: 'lab ofB Muon. Decay Tradu GefWated at";s - 1.6 TeY Using PYTHIA. 
Shaded: Tracks from those B events which have all decay track momenta 
greater thaD 200 MeV. 

N BS evcm.1I are produced. one wiD find 0.60 N fully aa:eptecl B or S filial states. 

Of those evcm.1I with • B fUD.y contained in the spectrometer, 14/30 - 47% also have the S simi· 
lady contaiDed. The I8IDII is abo true for the S. However, as d.iscuued in Chapter 7_ Oavor tailing caD. 
be accompliad more efficiaatly using single pa:rticlea, rather thaD trying to fully reconstruct the 
tag-providing B (or 11). 

CIarIJ, if ..., a ...... lIpIdIometer Is .....aueted, there Is • 50% ... of all twalD, siDCIe 
........., B ..... 11 _ ... .....,. produt=ed In oppDIIite ............ No fimd·....t.. _ In phJ8-
ia .".... ,..... 

An additioDal contribution to the geometric acceptanc:e comes from the miniJrmm angle cutoif,'min_ and. the resultIm 10. of particles in the beam pipe. Such acceptanc:e 10_ incn:aae at latp 
Feymn.an-xF va1uea. W"tth • vacuum pipe of diameter of 2.S em and. • window at z - 5 m from the 
interactiou.a, we have • 'miG of 2.S mnd, with deteetor seoai.tMty for I > S mnd. Tb:ia would result 
in a 1011 of laa thaD 100;. or the cmmtI c:ontai.ned within the 600 mnd apertule. 

Fig. 9 shows the IDOUIIDtUm diatn'bution of all B-1DeIODI geaeratecl by PYTHIA at";. - 1.6 
TeV. The shaded histogram is the distribution for those IDeIODI who_laboratory angle, I, is less thaD 
600 mnd. FmaI1y, the IOIid histogram shows the momentum of B-mesou wbicb. have all decay tracks 
contained within the 600 !DI'Id apertule. 
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Flgut"ft 8: 1Ay0Ul of01111 Forward Beauty Spectrowwter. The silicon mi.crovertex system is 
installed inside the Tevatron vacuum pipe at the center of the interaction region. The 1arp 

and small dipole maancts in the spectrometer, together with two dipole maancts on the 
opposite arm. provide beam compensation. 

Table 4: Two-A.rm GeOl1t.tltric A.cceptQItCe(a) for B QN/ J MU07U 

Byes Bna 

Byes 14% 16% 

Ina 16% S4% 

<a) GluoD·..... tWion cakulation by PYTHIA for pP interactioDa at .Js - 1.6 TeV. 
B·meaou .. oem......... accepted if an decay tracks fall within the 600 IIll'Id aperture of ei-
thar co1lider IIIIIL 'miD of the spectrometer is chosen to cause less than 100/. additional loll 
of thae cm:ma. 

In Fi&- 9, the faJI-oB'in the acc:epted momentum spectrum below s=d40 Oev is aD aperture effect. 
We Date dau the medl____twa of 8CCIptai B __ is s=d45 GeV or 10, con.............. to a 
F.".....x of 0.. Thus, m:n thoup the spec:tlometcn c:cm:r forward apert\lt'eI, they are still sensi-
tive to a major frac:tion of B melOns prod.uccd. in the dominant s:maJl·x region. 

http:Two-A.rm
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Finally, we note that the mean fliaht path, 0 =- CT(p/m), is approximately I mm per 15 GeV 
momentum. Thm.iore, the mecUan B momentum of about 45 GeV corresponds to a typical flight path 
for OlU reconstrw:ted B sample of about 3 mm. Since the resolution in this quantity is better than 0.2 
mm, as discussed below in Section 8.1, exccJlent proper time measurements can be made. 

VS 1 .6 TeV1000 

>(]) 800(J 
Lf) 

N 600 
~ 

U1 
4-' 
C 400 
(]) 
>

W  
200  

100 120 

B Momentum (GeV) 
Flgur~ 9: Momefllllln Distrlbulion.f 0/B·M~lon.f. Unsbaded: All B-mesons pncrated.
a.ccordiDa to PYTHIA SbMal: Those with laboratory, < 600 mrad. SolId: Those 

B-mesons which haft all decay tracks contained within the 600 mrad aperture. The B flight 
path is about 1 mm per IS GeV momentum. 

4. TRIGGERING & SIMULA.TION 

The overall strategy of the t.rig,er is to use only the silicon information to search for events which 
are inamsistent with havinal a sin&le vertex:. Before deciding on this strategy, we looked. for other 
propertia of Beauty events which would. allow a more rapid and easi.eNo-implement t.rig,er, such as 
increasec:l transverse momentum.. bigb.cr mass in the forward direction or the presena:! of a hiah trans-
verse momentum elcetron. We were unable to find any such cut which docs not abo entail an unac-
ceptable 10. in efficiency for Beauty events. 
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4.1 Str-v 
At the Tevauon, the ratio of the pP total inelastic cross section of about 60 mb to the bb pro-

duction cross section of about SO I'b is ::= 1200/1. 1bia indicates the required level of minimum bias 
suppression. Most of this suppression is accomplished on-line with a combination of Lt:vel-l and 
Level-2 trigger proc:euon, as discussed below. Monte-Carlo studies have shown that the remaining 
background can be suppressed by detailed topology cuts and oftline Cherenkov analysis. 

Although all detectors will be gated with each 395 ns bunch crossing, the readout cycle will be 
executed only for those crossings for which a "Level-O' trigger occurs. Level-O is an interaction prctrig-
gel' which selects those bunch crossings that contain a pP interaction. 1bia avoids having to read out 
all detectors with each bunch crossing. 

The geometry of the silicon detector is described in Section 5.1. Here we simply note that there 
are Jb or more planes insta11cd inside the vacuum pipe perpendicular to the beam line, with a small 
gap (e.g., 3 mm) through which the circulating beams pass. Each plane is divided into four quadrants 
and there is x and y readout of each. Because the silicon trigger algorithm is executed in real time, the 
silicon d:ata must be read out., 'rapidly. as possible. 1bia leads us t9 'sparsify' on-board the detector . 
and read out only digital information oCtile "'hit' silicon strips. .. . . 

The overall strategy of the Level-l trigger is to use the silicon digital information to search for 
events which are inconsistent with having a single vertex. 1bia is clearly a much weaker condition than 
requiring the presence of a nearby secondary vertex. However, it is found that a sufticiendy larp sup-
pression of the minimum bias background can be obtained to allow efficient transfer of accepted events 
to a system of parallel processors. Moreover, the algorithm described below is suffi.ciendy concise to 
allow straight-forward implementation in a Level-l hardware trigger processor. 

4.2 E1'e1It Simullltioll 

Since the effectiveness of the trigger in suppressing the minimum bias background events is such 
an important aspect of the proposed experiment, the problem has been studied in considerable detail. 
Using the CERN program GEANT,' complete simulations were made of the silicon detector response 
to PYTHIA-generated minimum bias, inclusive Beauty and Chann events. As a check of the PYTHIA 
generation, minimum bias events generated at.Js .. 0.63 TeV were found to agree well with UAS re-
sults· on minimum bias physics at the SpPS. 

Following thia. a trigger algorithm was created and tuned (at the SppS energy) on Monte-Carlo 
data samples, to yield hqe suppression of minimum bias events while maintaining high trigger effi-
ciency for Beauty e¥eIltI. A detailed discussion of this algorithm is found in APPENDIX A. 1bia al-
gorithm. has been applied. without fundamental modification to Tevatron events and its performance is 
discussed in Section 4.4. 

There is little chaDF in the performance of this algorithm between.Js == 0.63 and 1.6 TeV. This 
may be understood with reference to Table 5, which shows various quantities which charactcrizc the 
event properties in the silicon. The character of the silicon data is seen to chaDF only modestly over 
the larger energy range 0.63 to 16.0 TeV. The cluster density in a silicon quadrant only doubles over 
that larp energy range. 

,  
!J R. BI1III. P. Bru)'IDt, M. MIire. A.C. McPbenon, P. zanariDi -GeanU-, CEllN report DD/BE/84-1, Septemb« 1987.  

6 G.J. Alner et a1. (UAS Collaboration), Physica Reporu 154 (1987) 247. 

http:between.Js
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... 

TabkS: Propertf.a 0/ Silicon Data/or Minimum Bias Events From PYTHIA. &: 
GEANT. 

Center-of-Mass Energy• .Js (LHC &. SPS) 16.0 TeV 0.63 TeV 

Average No. Clusters Per Quadrant 5.6 2.8 

Average No. Strips Hit Per Quadrant 9.2 4.8 

Cluster Wldth (Strips) 1.3 1.3 

Point Resolution 7.6 p.m 7.6 p.m 

First Vertex Resolution (see Sec. 4.3) O.8mm O.8mm 

*) Silicon strip width is assumed to be 25 p.m. The silicon thickness is 250 p.m. 

. ..•.  

4.3 Trigger Algorithm 
-

The general strategy of the trigger algorithm is as follows: 

• 	 The geometric c:enters of strip dusters are taken as "poingM. 

• 	 IJne.Fladiaa: Lines are found in all sets of three consecutive planes using a road width of one 
silicon strip. Track projections which multiple scatter more than this tend not to be used in 
the trigger c:a1cu1ations (p > 2 GcV). 

• 	 Duplieaie RejecthMI: If a single track was found in more than one detector triplet (this will oc-
cur whmum:r a particle traverses more than three detectors in a single vicw) the duplicate en-
trlea are remowd. from the list of tracks. In each such case, only the track defined by the first 
tbrec p1mea the track traverses will be retained.. 

• 	 Verta.. EldaDatiaa: 1b.e z position of the vertex is estimated by projecting all the found track 
projectioDl to x - Y- O. 1b.e resulting z positions are histogrammcd, and the vertex is a.ssum.cd 
to be at the peak bin. 

• 	 .. Tnck :Removal: All track projections are demanded to have an impact parameter of less 
than 1 mm. Most tracks which fail this cut are fake, mis-m.eaaured, or from strange particle 
decay (the great majority of tracks from beauty or cha:nn decays have much smaller impact 
parameters). A large number of tracks failing this cut indicates a pileup event. 

• 	 Verta: Caleulatioa: A new vertex position is ca1cu1atcd which minimizes the sum of the 
squares of mor weigb.ted impact para:meters for all the remaining track projections. If the x2 is 

http:a.ssum.cd
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_ thaD lOme cat value, the evmt will be considered to contain only a single primary vertex, 
aDd. will thWI be rejected by the triger. 

• 	wont T.... llfiectiaa: U'the x.z is greater than the cut value, the track list is searched for the 
traek with the latpat contributing term. That traek is then removed from the list, and the ver-
tex calculation step is repeated. U'the x.z test still fails after two tracks have been removed, the 
event is US1.11llfld to have a ICCOIldary vertex. 

The implementation of this triger a1gori.tbm in hardware is discussed. in Chapter 6. 

4.4 Tri,,.,. PerfOr1tlll1lt¥ II1Ul EZ]HIct.d Rat., 

As m.cnti.om:cl above. the Level-I triger algorithm. which was initially C!el.ted and developed for 
the SPPS. baa been applied without fundamental modification to Tevatron events. Fig. 10 shows, as a 
function of the x.z-cut value, the fractions of minimum. bias events and events contaiJ1ina B-mesons 
which dpy into two speci&, eXclusive final states (aa:epted by the 600 mrad spectrometer) which . 

, ' 	 survive the 1:I'ia&er algorithm. A x' cut of about 30 gives a suppression of 1/100 for minimum. bias . 
events while retainiDa between 25% aDd. 50% of the B events (depeDdina on final state multiplicity). 
In OUl' simulations for the SPPS. we obtained a triaar cfficicncy of 1% for charm and complete oftlinc 
rejection of these events. At the Tevat.ron. we estimate the charm triger e:ffici.ency will be :=2" •. 

-) D:TI+-TI+TI-• ... ... .. Bs• .. ..• .. ... ...• 	 ...)", 
<.J •c: • 
(1) -I --;.. J/ \jJ K,10 ~ • Bd 

, ~~ .......... 
I.l.J • 
I..  
(})  •CJl -2 

• minimum biasen 10·c •1--. • • • • 
-3 

FlgIn 10: rrae- EjJIt:ltmq VI. x.z·Cut Va.. The fradion of events at the Tevatron which 
survive the Level-I 1:I'ia&er algorithm. This quan~ is shown for minimum. bias events aDd. 

the adusige filial states B - D " ..... and B - J/"'K-.. 
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In order to estimate the trigger rates, we take a luminosity, .flI - 1031 em-.is-1. Assuming 
"inelastic = 60 mb, ,,(cC) - 3 mb and.!(b6) - SO "b, and using trigger efficiencies of 1/100, 1/50 and 
115 (for minimum bias and inclusive cc and bo, respectively), we arrive at Level-I trigger rates of 6.0 
KHz, 0.6 KHz and 0.1 KHz, respectively, or a total of 6.7 KHz. These events will be passed to a sys-
tem of high performance parallel processors for the LeveI-2 trigger, in which a search will be made for 
events with multiple vertices. For the Level-2 trigger implementation, it will take a system with :::::670 
50-MIPS processors to keep up with the Level-I trigger rate, assuming an average of 0.1 sec to 
perfonn. the Level-2 trigger. 

4.5 Pileup 

With "inelastic =: 60 mb, .flI == 1031 and the planned RF structure for the 36-bunch running 
mode in 1994, 16.5% of all inelastic interactions will be accompanied by one or more additional ine-
lastic interactions in the same bunch crossing, for a total pileup rate of 99 kHz. As part of our trigger 
study for the Spf.SS-Collider (see APPENDIX A), the Level-I trigger suppression for pileup was esti-
mated by superimposing Monte-Carlo generated events, and passing them through the simulation 
software package. We found a suppression factor of 1/60. Since the interaction region size at the Teva-
tron is significantly longer than' at the Spf.SS~ the suppression will be eveti birger at the Tevatron and 
the Level-I trigger rate from pileup should be smaller than 1.6 KHz. Since this rate is relatively small. 
compared to the 6.7 KHz event rate calculated in Section 4.4, the conclusions of that section are not 
modified. We have found in our Monte-Carlo studies that there is no difficulty rejecting pileup events 
during the oflline analysis. 

5. SPECTROMETER ELEMENTS 

A single ann. of the forward Beauty detector, shown in Fig. 8, with aperture 2.5 < 9 < 600 mrad. 
The angular acceptance of Spectrometer I is 100-600 mr. and of Spectrometer 2,2.5-100 mr. The frac-
tional solid angles (~D/4tr) are 8.3% and 0.3%. In this chapter, we give detailed descriptions of the 
following components: 

• 	 SiUc:on-strip micnwertex. detector; installed at the center of the interaction region inside the 
vacuum chamber. Matches the forward spectrometer system and has a geometry typical of 
fixed-target experiments with its planes perpe:ndicular to the circulating beams. 

• 	 V1lCU1IID pipe: contains the circulating beams and passes through the various detector compo-
nents. It is made of two thin windows connected by conical sections. 

• 	 Map* Spectrometer 1 contains a nonnal-conducting quadrupole magnet with 2 m radius. 
SpectromctcIr 2 contaiDs a superconducting dipole with a unifonn. magnetic field of 2.5 Tesla 
and without a septum plate. 

• 	 Pixel Deriees; Used to match the two views of the silicon tracks and to aid in connecting these 
with tracks found in the spectrometers. A Silicon Pad Detector is installed inside the beam 
pipe and the first detector elements in both spectrometers are "'PW:l Drift· Chambers. 

• 	 Wire chambers: Chambes with jet-type drift cells are used to measure the position and direc-
tion of charged tracks before and after each magnet. 

--------------------------_ .... ----_. 
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• 	 R.iDa.IID....CHerenkcw (RICH) COUDters: liquid and gas RICH counters are used for off-
line particle identification. 

• FJeetroaaapedc calorimeters follow both spectrometers. 

5.1 SiJU:on-Strip Microvertex Detector 

To match the forward spcc:trometer system, the silicon microvertex detector has a geometry typi-
cal of fixed-target experiments with the silicon planes perpendicular to the circulating beams. The mi-
crovertex detector system seen in Fig. 8 is installed at the center of the interaction region (z =0) inside 
the vacuum chamber. The extended source size of the bunch crossing region and the need to minimize 
the extrapolation distance from measured track points in the silicon to an interaction vertex leads to a 
detector design in which the silicon planes are distributed along the intersection region, spaced. longi-
tudinally' by about 4 em. ' 

A choice of =4 em spacing between planes involves a compromise between simultaneoualy mini-
mizing the crron in extrapolating the tracks to an event vertex and the secondmy interactions and 
photon conversions in the material of the detector. The extrapolation crron are then dominated by the 
strip pitch of 25 I'tn for tracks with momenta above about 2 GeV. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, such a silicon-strip system was recently tested at the CERN 
Spt5S-Collider by the P238 group. A detailed deseri.ption of this detector, the hardware involved and 
some early analysis of the data obtained is given in APPENDIX C as a DRAFT version of an article 
to be submitted to Nucl. Instrum. & Methods. Thus, we leave most detailed description to 
APPENDIX C and simply give here an abbreviated deseri.ption of the detector used and explain how 
the final complete detector would differ from the one used for the P238 run. 

Fig. 11 shows a sketch of the 6-plane P238 microvcrtcx detector assembly which has been run in 
intersection region LSS5 at the SppS as an R&D project. Each silicon plane in Fig. 11 contains eight 
4.5 em square detecton with single-sided readout, configured in four quadrants, with each quadrant 
comprising one x and one y plane, separated in z by 2 mm. The planes are separated by 3.8 em and 
are mounted on a Roman pot assembly. such that the upper and lower halves can be rctra.eted to a 
safe position at 5 em from the beams, when there are beam manipulations. Remote control of the ver-
tical positioning (accurate to ±2S ,,) allows the detector assemblies to approach the beam line as close 
as 1.5 mm or less for data t.akiJIa. 

The silicon detector for the proposed Tevatron experiment will have a similar configuration but 
will contain a hqer number? of detector planes. Each silicon plane will contain four double-sided 
readout strip detectors with pitch 2S I'tn and 250 I'tn thickness, configured in four quadrants. Th.e 
planes will be sepuated km.gitudina1ly by 4 em and will be mounted on rigid but movable supports 
such that, during beam. manipulations. the upper 'and lower halves can be retracted to a safe position 5 
em from the beams. The detector quadrants will have dimensions approximately 6 )( 6 em2 • 

Our expe.riencc with the P238 tests show that we can expect to run with a gap between upper and 
lower detector assemblies of less than 3 mm without significant background. Since beam sizes are 
smaller at the Tevatron, we may expect that this gap can be even further reduced. Clearly this places 
great demands on the stability and prcci.si.on of the support assembly, which presumably will be pat-
tcmed after the Roman pot technology developed at CERN. We alsQ note that new monitoring e1ec-

, The large lenath of the TevaI:ron bunchet poID a problem. U ruell the bunch len&thI caD be IhorI'AIDeCI at the Tevatron, it 
may be neCIUIllY to lUft'er an acceptance lou l'ftUlq from incomplete vertex cover .... AllowiDg for future UM of ,the de-
tectOfi at LHC or sse requirel that the dime1IIiom be appropriate for shorter bunch Jenstb. machinel. 

'. ' 

http:prcci.si.on
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beam ... +-	 beam 

.l.f.5 	 em 

0.4 em =:=:::!:::=*==::::::.a-

Figun / J: Side Viftl o/IM Tut Version o/IM Silicon Detector System. 'The 6-plane 43.000 
ch8ll1'M!1 P238 siJicon system. curren.t1y 1'UI1Jling at the Spps. Planes are 3.8 em 
apart in z (longitudinally) and contigwed perpendicular to the bc-am line. 'The 
beama pull between the independent upper and lower detector assemblies. 
'The first siJicon strip in each cue caD be aa close aa 2 mm from the beama 
Each quadrant cummtly contains independent x and y detecton. 4.5 em 
square and 280 I'Dl thick, and separated in z by 2 mm. 'The pitch is SO I'm. 

tronics for the cummta in the low-beta quadrupole m.aaneta and elsewhere will be necessary in order to 
dump the circulatiDa beama in _ than one tum should. it be necessary for the protec:tion of the sili-
con. 

InstailadGa Ia V_ 

Thare an: two major problema with using siJicon inside the ultra-biah vacuum of a col1ider very 
close to circulatiDa beama: 

1. 	 RF pick-up in the siJicon poaated by passaae of beam btmdJea, 

2. 	 'The need to preaarve an ultra-biah vacuum in the beam pipe which impaleS very tiaht restric-
tioruJ on detector materials and tequima tiahtlY IeIkd feed-tbmugba on siaaa1 paths. 

An clepnt IOlution to tbae problems is to separate the siJicon detectors from the machine vac-
uum with a thin Aluminum "''Window'' 'The Aluminum serves both aa an RF abidd and aa a means of 
isolatina the ultra-hiP vacuum of the machine from ompuinl of detector materials and abo relaxel 
the requirammlts on feed-thIOuah seala. 

..... ' 
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With the siW::on detectors mounted inside a vessel, which is modeled after the CERN Roman pot 
mechanism., a thin aluminum window, which approximately follows the contours of the detectors, can 
constitute the bottom of the 'pot'. Collapse of these thin windows is prevented by creating a secon-
dary vacuum, in which the silicon detectors are found to function well, inside the Roman pots. 

Such a system was successfully used by us in the P238 tests at the CERN Sp~S-Collider (sec be-
low and APPENDIX C) with no signs of RF pickup. A thinner alwninum window will be used in a 
future installation, in order to minimize multiple scattering. The criterion is that it be thin compared to 
a sin&le 2SO pm thick silicon detector, while still providing. adequate RF shielding. A 100 pm Alumi-
num shield should be a reasonable compromise. 

Recent Test Run at SppS-CoUider 

While there are many challenging hardware components in the proposed Beauty experiment. only 
the operation of the silicon detectors within the machine vacuum chamber had intrinsic uncertainties 
which could influence the overall su.ccess of the experiment. These were the unknown amounts of 
event-unrelated noise and beam halo tracks which would be recorded by the silicon detectors which 
must be, run inside the vacuum 'pipe close to the circulating beams. Since we have shown that the . , 	 " PYTHIA-generated minimum bias events'used' in our simulation of the trigger algorithm, are in good . 
agreement with the minimum bias data from Experiment VAS, it is likely that only such (unanticipat-
ed) event-unrelated 'noise' in the silicon could, a priori. present serious difficulties. 

In order to determine the magnitude of such contributions to the observed silicon signals, and 
thus the reliability of the proposed trigger in the complete experiment, we were fortunate to be able to 
run a prototype silicon system installed inside the vacuum pipe at the S~S-Collider, in an interaction 
region which had a low-beta insertion (LSSS). The geometry of the 43,000 channel silicon-strip system 
has already been described above and is discussed in detail in APPENDIX C. 

Approximately 107 minimum bias events were recorded on tape. using a simple beam-beam in-
teraction trigger. No sigr,;ficant background was observed. For example, Fig. 12 shows a 'typical' 
event recorded with the detector system I.S mm from the beam. Six y-detectors in one quadrant are 
shown, with the horizontal scale given by the silicon detecter width of 4.48 em (896 channels times the 
pitch of SO pm). The vertical scale is defined by the 3.8 em between planes. 

The negligible background of event-unrelated hits in the silicon show that a large silicon strip de-
tector centered on the interaction region can be run as close as I.S mm from the beam with minimal 
background. It Is tbe slagle mast important demonstration that this experiment is vialJle. Converting 
the silicon data to a trlger by means of powerful real time processing is a manageable taak of digital 
cngineerina. 

SiJIcoa..Strip Detectan with Readout on Both Sides 

To optimize the selectivity of the silicon microvertex detector, it will be essential to combine 0p-
timal spatial ftII01ution with very little material in the sensitive as:ea. Thi.s can be achieved by using 
both the holes and the eJ.ectrons created in the detector to extract spatial information. Detectors, where 
strips on both sides are read out, have been developed by several groups. Our CERN group has devel-
oped ac-coupled double-sided detectors,' using a novel scheme to separate strips obmjcally on the 
n-side by means of field depletion via a suitable potential applied to the readout strips. It has been 
demoDJtrated' that thae detectors give adequate spatial resolution. Prototypes of 19.2 )( 19.2 mmz 
sensitive as:ea with SO pm pitch have been tested in a high energy beam. The resolution was measured 
to be a = 8.8 pm on the p-side and 12.4 pm on the n-side, as shown in Fig. 13. These measurements 

• B.s. A'YIel et aL, 1BBl'!. TrIM. on NucL Sci.. VoL 37, No.3 (June 1990) 1153. 

9 	1.. Hubbelina et aL. MILdld •••• 01 S.............. 01. Double-Sidlhl AC-C ...... 1\&roIbip Detectar. to be published in 
the Proceedi:Dgl of the 2nd LoDdcm CODfenmce on POIition Selllitive Detectorl (september 1990). 
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Figut"r 12: SiIleo'll Eyw Record.d I.S mm from the SppS.Collltkr Beams. One quadrant 

with six planes of y detectors are shown. There are 3.8 em between planes and 
each dctcetor is 4.48 em wide. PuIae heights are shown if they are larger than 
4anoise' l..ines are drawn by hand.. 

indicate that, with this technololY, we should. be able to achieve a spatial resolution on both side. of f1 

:::::15 I'm. 

An improved version of 1hae detecton is at present under production for the upgrade of the 
DELPHI microva:tex detector. For an upcoming test taD. for the present Beauty proposal (see below 
in Section 6.4), we piau. to instrument lIOIJ1O of theae doub1e·sided detecton with SVX chips and com-
bine them with tM aistinl P238 vertex detector for test beam. and collider runs at the SPS. 

5.2 VacIIUI pq. 
Detailed spectaOl1iN:r layouts are shown in Fiauze 14 and Fiauze 15. The vacuum pipe contains 

two thin windows, ODe at z II1II30 em and one at 475 em. which match the apcrtu:ra of the two spec-
trometer sepnents shown in Fia. 8. A coniall section with an ansID of 100 !Dr CODDecta tM windows. 
The last vacuum pipe sec:tion after z - 475 em is also a conical section, but with an ansID of 2.5 !Dr, 
corrcspondiDa to tM minimum ansID of the second spectJomcter apertuIe (at 475 em. this com:sponds 
to a pipe diameter of about ODe inch). Althoup. the minimum apertuIe of the vacuum pipe will be 2.5 
mrad. we nate that the IIDIit:ive rqiona of the chambers and otlu::r detecton willlibJ:y be IOJIIn'hat 
larger, perhaps at 5 mrad.. 

Construction of tM vacuum chamber from aluminum or c:ubon ibm (or both) will timit multiple
scatterina of the partic1ea and reduce interactionl of panicles in material Dell' tM helm. Both of these 
materials have been used succeafully at CERN for CODJtruction of beam. pipes. Recent improvements 
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in aluminum welding used at CERN make aluminum an attractive. cost effective material for the con-
struction of theae parts where the amount of material must be minimized. Although carbon fibre iJ 
more expensive. it could provide additional immunity to secondary interactions in critical areas such as 
near the window of the last spectrometor where the beam pipe reaches ita minimum diameter (5 em) in 
the spectrometer. 

5.3 Maguts 

The first spectl:0IIUftcr' maIDet, shown in Fig 14. iJ a normal-conductiDg quadrupole magnet of 2 
m radius a:ad L1 - 2m. JDIIIPIdic 1eaath (3m overalllcngth) with a pole tip fi.cld of 1.2 T and. a gradient 
of B1' - 0.6 TIm. T. Taylor of the CERN LEP division has sugestecl the use of such a 1aqe a.pc:rtute 
quadrupole maanct U lID altematiTe to 1aqe dipole spectrometer magnets with septum plates A qua-
drupole maanct bu ItIIIWnl advanta..~ (a) the abseru:e of septum plate material near the beam mini-
mizes interactioDI of outFiDa particlea; (b) particles with angles between 2.5 a:ad 100 mrad. receive 
minimal bending inside the beam pipe before they emerge and. enter spectmmeter 2; (c) the negligible 
ticld at the position of the silicon dcteetors docs not distort the straiaht line tracks, thereby minimizing 
the complnity of the on-line t:rigpr aJaorithm.. 

'Ibe aVCl'l.(llt ticld integral seen by a cbargec1 particle produced at the origin at polar angle 8 iJ 
< BL> 1 - B1 ' • L" • Z1 • tanI I co." where Z1 iJ the center of the quadrupole. In general, the mo-
mentum resolution iJ given by Dp- - k • p%. where k - ../2' De I [0.3 < BL> ], a:ad DB iJ the error in 
the directional determination of lbe incide:Dt or outgoing track. For this quadrupole. with Z1 := 3m, 
Ll - 2m., B1' - 0.6 TIm a:ad kl - "/2' D, .co" I [1.08 • tanS]. Track sensitive detecton are in-
stalled at r - 2m. to detect partida wbk:b. strike the poles. 
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In Specbomctcr 2, coveriDa 2.S to 100 mr, as shown in Fig IS. the supercondueting dipole has 
mqnctic h:Dgth Lz - 2m (pomctricallength 3m) and unifODD magnetic field of 2.S T. the average 
< BL>.2 = S.O Tm. The comspondina magnet constant is: kz = ../2· "8 • cosB I I.S. The sides of 
the dipole wiD also be instrumented with track sensitive detectors in order to measure those low mo-
mentum particlca which are ddlected. by the mqnctic field into the side walls. 

5.4 Pizel Detectors 

A silicon pixel detector and two pixel drift chamber! (described below) are included in the spec-
trometer to match the x.y view tracks in the microvertex detector and to aid in con.necting these tracks 
to those found in the spectrometers. Monte-Carlo calcula1ions show that the reaolution of the pixel 
detectors should be leas than 1x I mm..2. 

A front view of several elements of the pixel drift chamber (POCI) in Spectrometer I (see Fig. 
14) is shown in Fig 16. The two dimensional position of a track traveraina the 20 mm. thick gap is 
measured with only a left-right ambiguity. The sense wires of the POC have 2 em length and pitch 2 
mm, and are approximately parallel to the outgoing tracks, so that all ionization is ~Uected by a single 
wire (or cluster). The wire coordinate and its signal arrival time provide the x.y coordinates of the 
track. 
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Figun 16: Fro", view ofOM quadrant ofa pixel drift cIr.amber. Althouah only an 8-fold • 
symmetry is shown, POC1 and POC2 will Ktually posaess 32-fold and 
48-symmetrlea, respectively 
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Tho acgmentation is determined by the requirement that the maximum drift time be less than 400 
ns. WIth an. au.ter mdius of 32 em and a drift velocity, v d ~ 8 emil's, this requirement can be met if 
there is a 32·fold..,. symmetry. The maximum drift distance is then 3.14 em. The total number of wires 
in the PDCt is 4,480 (32)( 140). 

A value, vd ~ 8 cm./p.s, can be attained with a mixture of 90% methane and 10% isobutane. The 
diffusion coefficients are then: at = at = 240 p.m"CrD.- I /2. The pixel resolutions are ax = 580 pm 
(with 2 mm wire pitch) and ay ... 570 pm (assuming +bit TDC's). The effects of diffusion change 
these values very little. 

A similar detector, PDC2, with a larger radiUl of 48 em, forms the first element of Spectrometer 2 
(see figure 14). Now a 48-fold symmetry is required to satisfy the 400 ns maximum drift time and the 
number of sense wires are 11,040 (48 x 230). The pixel resolutions are the same as in PDCl. 

The silicon pixel detector (SPD), which covers the angular range 4 to 100 mrad, is disk shaped 
and located inside the beam pipe, at a distance of 38 em from the average interaction point (this as-
sumes a distance of 1.5 mm between silicon and circulating beams). The SPD disk, with radius 3.8 em 
and 250 ,p.m thickness, will be .diVided into four sectors. The upper and lower halves will be mounted . 
on the respective vertex detector positioning.Diechanisms so they also are retraCted during beam rna- . 
nipulationa. The pixe1 size will be 1)( I mm2 , for a total of 4500 channels. 

Track. segments both from the silicon detectors and from the spectrometer will be projected onto 
the PDC with spatial resolution better than 1 mm, in each projection, for momenta larger than 5 GeV. 

Jet-type drift ce11s will be used to measure the position and direction of charged tracks before and 
after each JIl88IlC'l. Fig. 17 shows, for example, a jet drift ce11 oriented so that ionization from a 350 
mrad track. arrives isochronously at the 10 sense wires. Similar chambers are used by the HELIOS1D 
experiment at CERN and SLDll experiment at SLAC. 

Geometry of the Chambers 

Figures 14 and 15 shows the position and dimensions of the four chambers used to measure par-
ticle directions and momenta. The four chambers all have similar cenular structures as summarized in 
Table 6. Chambers 1 and 2 (Spectrometer 1) each have 8 modules with 10 track samples each. Four 
different wire orientations are used: X, y, and u,V (:t45·). This sequence is repeated twice for a total of 
80 measurements a10na each track. Chambers 3 and 4 (Spectrometer 2) have a somewhat different 
structure because of the dipole magnetic field. The cen orientation is x, u, X, v, X, U, x, v, with 16 track 
samph:s in each mocIuJD. 'Ibe total of 128 mea.surements is equivalent to 96 measurements in the 
bending phme. 

The drift cell geometry shown in Fig. 6 has sense wires and equipotential wires strung in planes 
which include the intersection region center (x'" y - z - 0). ThUl, the average parti.cl.c direction is per-
pcndicular to the drift din:ction in all cells so that isochronoUl charge coJlcction :results. The wires have 
pitch 6.25 mm and are stagered transversely by 100 p.m. The maximum drift distance is 2 em. 

1Q D. 8eU0Di et al..Nuclear IDJtrUmerItlIlld Methods AlS2 (1986) 272. 

11 C. Yoq et al.. IBBB NS36 (1986). 
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Figure 17: A Jet drift cell in OM module ofChamber I at 8 = 350 mr. The cUcles are sense 
wires, crosses are equipotential wires, and squares are field shaping wires. 

Table 6: Chamber Props1lu 

Chamber I Chamber 2 Chamber 3 Chamber 4 
Diameter)( I math (mZ) 3)(0.S 4)( O.S 1.6)( 0.8 2)(0.8 
Sense wireI 7000 9600 5700 7100 
Orientation x.Y,U,V x.Y,u,v x,u,x.,v x,u,x,v 
Samplel per Tmck 80 80 128 128 
Drift I>iBIDaI :t2cm :t2cm :t2cm :t2cm 
S.W. StalJll!'inl 100"m lOO~ 100~ 1~ 
Drift Veloc:ity 20"m/nsec 20l'lD/nsec 2OI'ID/nsec 201'1D/nsec 
Drift Field 4kV/cm 4kV/cm 4kV/cm 4kV/cm 
au He/OME He/DMB He/DMB He/DMB 

We intend to UIO 70% Helium and 30% OME because of the lonl radiation length of this mix· 
ture (667 m) compan:d to that of COl (197 m), while the ditlUsion cbaraderistU:s and drift velocity are 
similar. This mixtuIe resu1ta in an unsaturated drift velocity of 2Op.m/nsec in an electric field of 4 kV/ 
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em with a diffusion coefficient of ..... 80 "m"CDl- 1/2. The corresponding muimum drift time is 1 "sec: 
for ±2 em cells. At atmospbcric preSSll1'e this mixture will produce 21 primary electrons per em, corre-
sponding to 13 primary electrons per wire (with 6.25 mm pitch). 

The HELlOS chambers use a 90°,4 CO2 and 10% ethane gas mixture which gives a smaller drift 
velocity than that of the He/DME mixture we propose to use. In order to optimize track separation 
and reduce space-charge, HELlOS uses field wires to limit the length of the c1uqe segment collected 
by a sense wire, thus obtaining a more isochronous charge collection. Their electronics makes use of 
pulse clipping and shaping, and multihit TDCs. In a test beam, they found a resolution of 60 "m av-
eraged over the 2cm drift distance, and a 600~ two track separation. The SLD collaboration used 
92% CO2 and 8% isobutanc and a cell geometry which collected 16 primary electrons per sample. 
Their average drift distance resolution is 55~ in ±2.5 em cells. 

Since our chambers will have substantially larger dimensions and will operate in a nonuniform 
magnetic field, we expect a final accuracy of 100"m averaged over the drift distance. and a two track 
separation of 3 mm. In order to reach such a precision, a laser alignment and calibration system will 
be used, together with a complete monitoring system of gas temperature and pressure, drift velocity, 
and elec¢C field. . 

'.. 
Electronia 

A low noise preamplifier is mounted directly on the chamber frame. Ten meters away a two stage 
amplifier is used where a 2 nsec: clipping and integration (lit cancellation) is performed. A discrimina-
tcr (with threshold set at 2 electrons on the sense wire) drives an 8-bit TDC with multihit readout. No 
pulse amplitude analysis is performed. 

Momentum Measurement 

The error in the track direction, (I, is given by the relation 

"(1 .. [("x/L)2. (I2/N) + (.Ol/p)2 • (L/Xo) ]1/2 

where "x is the accuracy of a single drift cell measurement and L is the distance over which the uni-
formly distributed N measurements are made and Xo = 667 m for the He/DME mixture. 

In each chamber of Spectrometer 2 we effectively have 96 measurements in the bending plane 
over 80 em of track length with a single hit accuracy of 100 "m. This gives us: 

"9 .. 44,aad' ..j(1 +p22/pZ) 

where pz == 7.9 GoV is the momentum. below which the multiple scattering tCIDl dominates. The error 
on the SpectroJDllter 2 momentum. measurement is given by the dipole magnet constant 

kJ .. "p1pz - 4.1 • 10- 5 • cos9 '..j(l + Pz2JpZ) 

for the 5 Tm magnet (where we have used the expression for"p given above). 

For Spectrometer 1 we have 40 measurements over SO em with 100 ~ precision in the bending 
plane. Hence: 

"9 .. 107 "rad' ..j(1 +P1zJpZ) 

with PI = 2.6 Go V and the quadrupole magnet constant is then: 

k l " aplpz .. 1.4' 10-4 • cos9' ..j(1 +P12/pZ) I tanB. 
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5.6 Rill, l11U1,., CHeraJco. (RICH) COllllt", 

Geometr) and P..... Detect... 

The RICH detectors are dcsigacd to identify all hadrons &om B decays as well as most leptons ( 
:S 20 GeV ). Above 20 GeV electron identification is provided by the electromagnetic calorimeter. Each 
of the two spectrometers has a CaF14 freon liquid radiator of 10 mm thicmess and a C,Fu freon gas 
radiator of 750 mm path length. Spectrometer 2 also has a second gas counter with a 1200 mm long 
higher-threshold CF4 &eon radiator. The two gas volumes in Spectrometer 2 are separated by a 3 mm 
thick fused quartz window and both ring images are detected at the focal plane, 1950 mm upstream 
&om the spherical reflecting mirror. Fig. 18 shows the momentum ranges of unique separation for the 
indicated particles in the liquid arid gas RICH counters. 

L __ 

e/n 

e / J-1-

10 1()2 (GeV/c) 

Particle Momentum 

Figure 18: Momentvm RtI1I6u 0/RICH Counter IdentiflcGtIo1L For each indicated pair of 
partida, tba upper bar in each set is for the the liquid RICH counters; the middle bar in 

each set it for tba C,Fu radiators; the lower bar in each set is for the CF4 radiator in 
Specta..1DItar 2. In aD. cases, the open ban show the IJlOJDeI1tum ranae between the 

thresholda for tba Jiahter aDd heavier particles. The 3a separation upper limits are indicated 
by the end of the IOIid ban, except for the C,F1J radiator in Spectrometer 2, whose upper 

limits maul to the ends of the hatched ban (since it is somewhat longer). 

The liquid and gas radiator geometry is shown in Fig.s 14 and i5 and the proposed RICH detec-
tor geometry is shown in Fig. 19. The liquid radiator is contained by a 3 mm thick fused quartz win-
dow followed by a 25 em Helium-filled flight path to its photon detector. This is jmmMiately followed 
(badt-to-back) by the PI imap detector. Each detector consists of a 3 mm thick fused quartz window 
whose inner sudace is coated with 100 I'fl1 wide metallic strips with 1 mm pitch (10% 0paA:ity) which 
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serve to define the equipotential surface, Vo. Cherenkov photons impinge upon the CsI/TMAE reflec-
tive photocathodeu which is deposited on the pad structure shown in Fig. 19. The distance between 
the window and the pads is 3 mm and it is filled with 80% methane and 20% hexane at atmospheric 
pressure. Amp1ific:ation is obtained on 20 I'm diameter wires with I mm pitch placed O.S mm above 
the pad plane. The measuredu pad efficiency for single photoelectrons exceeds 9S% and the detector 
should be stable for gains up to 2 • 1()6. 
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Figure 19: Back-to-Back RICH Detector Geometry. A schematic view of the quartz windows 
W, chamber body D, readout c:lectronic E, and pad + photocathode structure P+ PC. A 

Cherenkov photon is converted by the CsI/TMAE reflective PC and the produced primary 
photoelectron is amplified on a wire and induces a signal on nearby pads. The electronics 

readout is common to both chambers. The gas filling is 80% Methane and 20% Hexane at 
atmospheric pressure. 

Secondary e1ectIOD. (feedback) production from the gas pJwe cannot occur since the TMAE par-
tial pressure is negliPJe (i.e., TMAE gas flow is not necessary once the cathode baa been sensitized). 
The primary ava1.",.,. procell produces photons which irradiate the CsI/TMAE cathode and produce 
secondary ava1anc:fw. 'I'beIe pubes, however, merge with the primary avalanche becawe the amplify-
ing wire is so near the cathode (i.e., O.S mm - 10 ns). The presence of heune (with methane as the 
amp~ gas) cIc::&aa the upper CD:rIY limit of the detector response (e~, 7 eV) proYidea an absorber 
the C emission 1iDa at 7.47 and 7.9S eV (i.e., 166 and IS6 nm). The C emi'aiouliDe at 6.42 eV (193 
nm) is then the only rmurin;ng soun:e of feedback instability and has the same level of photon feed-
back as a TEA-based photoionizing gas detector. This is because the 156 and 193 nm lines are emitted 
with the same probability and becawe the quantum efficiencies of TEA and CsI/TMAE are similar at 
these respective wavelengtha. A TEA pad detector with amplifying wires O.S mm from the pad plane 

11 J. sepiDot lit al., IlIIIcIM 1JV ~... witIl 0.. ...... Ellclna Estncdea: SeIWI, u.w. .. A....... 'I1Iia m.; 
CERN-BPf9O-IIlDd NIM Al97(1990)133. 

13 R. Amoklllt al., ElqIII ...... sa-,.,. P....... o.cter witIl PM R..... CRN/H~S (aYlilabIe In French at 
CRN, Struboq - BqIiIb wrIiOD Cor NIM iI In prepu'atiOD), 

.' 
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baa bccD.1UCCCIIIfully 1ested.13. It showed enhanced stability to photon feedback compared to a TMAE 
gas detector aDd a.ttained a pin of 2 • 10·. It appears that the CsI/TMAE photocathode is suitable for 
fast operation (at - 10 ns) in the less dispersive energy range (6 to 7 eV), compatible with fused 
quartz windows. 

The detector response parameter is No = (370 eV-lem-l) • aE • e, where aE is the energy 
bandwidth of the detector and II ,.. J(Q-ToR) dE/aE is the energy average of efliciencies (Q = quan-
tum, R = reflectivity and T == transmissivity). Taking experimental values of R = T = 0.8 and an 
averaae Q = 27.5% (i.e., 12% at 6 eV and 43% at 7 eV), the detection efficiency It == 0.176. 1be re-
sulting response parameter, No == 65 em- t , is used in Table 7. 

The RICH detector surface area is 0.9 m 2 in Spectrometer I and 1.1 m2 in Spectrometer 2, for a 
total of 2.0 m 2 corresponding to 3.8>< 10' pads (3x 3 mm2 in Spectrometer I and 2x 2 mm2 in Spec-
trometer 2). The VLSI pad. readout electronics14 comprises a fast (25 ns) Bipolar analogue chain 
(preamplifier, discriminator, pipeline and memory), followed by a 50 MHz CMOS 2-dimensional shift 
register with. priority encoding, zero suppression and output bus arbitration. The prototype system 
reads out 104 pads in less than 300 ns. The first production chips have recently been tested with partial 
success. "!Ie are now proceeding io a second test production with a revised layout. Production of about , 

" .4' 104 channels of electronics is scheduled for 'spring 1991 for use in a full-scale liquid RICH counter ' 
test. 

Resolution and Partide Separation Ranges 

The chromatic enor a8(E) in the determination of the Cherenkov angle 8 may be expressed. as 

08(E) == (a8/em) - (dn/dE) - 0E' 

For the C.F14 liquid radiator (n:.£racti.ve index n == 1.278 at E =6.5 e Y and dispersion dn/dE = 9.28 x 
10- 3 eY-l), the proxUnity focused image is characterized by (see APPENDIX B): 

a8/em == (ntan8)-1 0 (n2JJ2) - (co&9p/a.). 

The first factor is the canonk:al factor obtained from the Cherenkov relation n/lco&9 = 1, the second 
factor n21J2 is due to refraction at the liquid surface and the last factor co&9p1a. depends on the particle 
incidence ang1e 8p with respect to the normal to the radiator plane. a. depends on the Cherenkovazi-
muthal ang1e • VJ.a the relation: 

a. == co&9p - sin8p • tan8 • colt/l. 

'I'herefore. this lut factor is unity for normal incidence and averaaes to 0.9 at 8p == 200 • The energy er-
ror aB of a f.ria:oauIar response detector is aE/.J24 where aE is the base energy width. Combining 
t.he8e fadm1 gi9'eI 

ae(B) - (1/1.02) - (1.63) - (0.9) • (9.28' 10- 3) • (1.5 1.J24) ,.. 4.1 mrad. 

At the cholCll distance between the liquid radiator and detector (250 mm). the angular enor aze 
due to a radiator of thickneu 10 mm is about aze =2.2 mr when averaged over the accepted azimuthal 
angles 41. With pad. dimensions of 3x 3 mm2 • the measurement eaors on the photon conversion point 
(x, y, z) are ax == = 0.9 mm and, with the Csi/TMAE photocathode, az - O. They contributeay
angular enors of 0.6 mr. 0.6 mr and 0 mr. respectively. Multiple scattcrlng in the liquid radiator and 
quartz window contribute 2.8 mr/p to a8 and the uncertainty in particle direction contributes a term 
(21ft) aep' Summing the above enors in quadtatute gives a total angular enor a8 == 4.6 mrad per de-

14 See Pip. 34-41 in: J. Segv.inot, 'Mt RICH DItecterII 'or LHC/SSC/ELOISATRON, ProceediD&l or the Sympolium OD. 
Particle Idlmliftcation It Hiah Luminolity HldtoD. Col1idllrl. Fermilab. Bata'ria, 11... 5-7 April 1989 (Ed. T.1. Gourlay and 
J,G. Morfin). PIlL 215-253 aDd 671-613 • 

..- .. _--._---------------------
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tected photon. In the liquid radiator, the threshold momenta for e, 1', fT, K and p are, respectively, 0, 
0.13, 0.18, 0.62 aDd 1.18 Gev. The relevant derivatives are given in APPENDIX B and summarized in 
Table 7. 

Table 7: RICH Ruolution and Ja Momentum I dentijication Limits 

LIQUID C,F12 GAS 1 C,F12 GAS 2 CF4 GAS 2 
\] 4\] ae(mr) 4\] ae(mr) 4vi ae(mr). 4vi ae(mr) 

Ze (mm) 10 2.24 750 0.30 750 0.12 1200 0.04 

Xc (mm) 1.0 0.00 1.0 0.00 1.0 0.00 

z (Dim) 0.0 0.00 0,0 0.00 0.0 0·00 0.0 0.00 

x(mm) 3.0 0.64 3.0 0.81 2.0 0.20 2.0 0.20 

y(mm) 3.0 0.64 3.0 0.81 2.0 0.20 2.0 0.20 

E (eV) 1.5 4.0 1.5 0.35 1.5 0.35 1.5 0.27 

ep(mr) 1.0 0.18 1.0 0.18 1.0 0.18 1.0 0.18 

ae(total) 4.64 1.25 0.50 0.44 

kr [IO·6J 730 17.9 7.2 5.0 

p:sa(el') 1.6 10.1 16.0 19.2 

P:sa(ev) 2.1 13.5 21.3 25.6 

p:sa(l'fT) 1.4 8.9 14.1 16.9 

P:sa(wK) 7.1 45.6 71.9 86.3 

p:sa(Kp) 12.1 77.0 121.4 145.7 

Thae 3cr momentum discrimination limits are shown in Fig. 18. 

The allowable average magnetic field inside a RICH radiator is 

B < (w/2) • (.J12) • ae • p / (0.3L) 

to insure that particle deflection inside the radiator does not cause additional smearing of the image. In 
the liquid radiator, ae = 4.6 mr aDd L - 0.01 m. Hence, B < 8.4 T when p-l acv, which is 
clearly satisfied. 
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The momentum P at which particles of mass m 1 and mz are discriminated at the level of I1a stan-
dard deviations is given by the fonnul&: 

pz .. (mZZ-mlZ) / (2Dakr) 
where 

kr = n • as / .J(NoL). 

Experiments with the DELPHI barrel RICH protOtypelS have demonstrated ring images with 25 
photoelectrons per liquid image (L = 1 em). corresponding to No = 65 em-I for the detector band 
base width AB .. (7.1-5.6) eV. With as = 4.6 mrad. No .. 6S em-I. L = 1 em and n= 1.278. the 
Cherenkov constant, kr = 7.3 )( 10-·. Hence, particles are discriminated at a level (na > 3) up to 
momenta p = 1.6 GeV for ep.. 2.1 GeV for e'If. 1.4 GeV for p.". 7.1 for "K and 12.1 GeV for Kp. 

The gas radiator in Spectrometer 1 consists of atmospheric pressure C5F12' with Cherenkov 
threshold Yt= 17. corresponding ~o momentum. thresholds of 2.4. 8.4 and 15.9 GeV for pions. kaons 
and pro\ODS. respectively. TheI'C thresholds overlap with the upper discrimination limits of the liquid . 
radiator, thus assu:r.ing complete coverage for palticle identification in the low energy region. . 

The upper limits for particle identification in the gas radiators16 are determined by the Cherenkov 
angular resolution as. The relevant variables (Vi) are the photon emission point. Zc, the particle impact 
parameter. Xc, the photon detection point. (z.x,y). the photon energy B and the particle direction Sp 
relative to the detector nonna!. Analytic expressions for the derivatives. 8S/fJvi. can be found in foof-
note 16. A summary of the pixel sizes. AVi. and their contributions. as(vi). to the total error, as. are 
shown in Table 7. 

The average magnetic field allowable in gas RICH 1 is B < 312 gauss )( P. or 0.09T at 3 GeV 
(just above .". threshold) and 0.3T at 10 GeV. The shielding of the quadrupole field at the position of 
RICH 1 (O.Sm to 1.2Sm from the quadrupole entrance plane) appears feasible. since the field direction 
is azimuthal and can be easily channeled by iron plates mounted on the outer part of the RICH gas 
box. In gas RICH 2. with its better resolution. only O.OST and 0.16T are allowable (at 3 GeVand 10 
GeV, respectively). However, it is further away from the entrance plane of the dipole (2.0 m to 2.8 m 
i.e. 2.0 to 2.8 half gaps). Some loss of resolution seems likely at low momentum, where it is accepta-
ble, since many a's (na> 10) are available for particle discrimination. 

The momentum. resolution of the RICH detectors is given by the relation, ap = krop3 / (mzl1). 
where kr is the Chen:nkov factor calculated above. For example. ap S 100 MeV at P" S 4.8 GeV 
and PK S 11.0 GeV in Spectrometer 1 for the CsFu radiator. In Spectrometer 2. ap. S 100 MeV at 
p.". S 6.S (7.3) GeV and PK S 14.9 (16.8) GeV for the CsF 12(CF.) radiators. respectively. It appears 
that the momentum resolution of RICH detectors can be useful for the heavier particles (K.p). 

15 R.AmoJd It a1., NIM A:l70, 2SS ancl211 (1911). 

16 T. YpIilmtiJ, CBRN.BP/89-1SO; 
Pa1idI (1IIIltiIIatI.. -' H....... C....... ProceediD&' of Sympolium on Particle IdenUficadon at High Luminolity Hr.-
chon C01l1d8r., Permilab, Batavia, 11... S-7 April 1989 (ed. TJ. Oourlay and J.O. Morfin) ppa. 133·158; 
Pa1idI .......... -' Ifa*ea CoIIIdIn, ECFA StIa4J Week .......... rt..... T.......,., Barcelona,. Spain. 14-21 
Sepllmber, 1989, CERN 89-10, Vol :2 (ed. Eo pernandez and O. Jarlllkog) ppI. 661-674. 
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5.7 EI«tro1lUJgMtk CtJlorim6ter System 

The eJectromqnetic (EM) calorimeter system is shown schematically in Figs. 14 and IS. The 
surface areas covered are 17.3 m Z and 4.5 m Z in Spectrometers I and 2 respectively. As is discussed in 
Section 8.2, the e1ect:rom.a.gnetic energy resolution required is aE < 4%o.JE. This may be achieved 
with a totally active liquid Krypton calorimeterl ? with aE < I %-.JE or with scintillating glasslS with 
aE < 4%o,JE. 

In the Krypton counter, a 2SXo calorimeter would be 1.15 m long, have a a volume of 25 m 3 and 
weigh 61 tons. The raw material cost is R$$4.8M. 

A 2SXo scintillating glass (HED-l, p = 3.4 g-cm-3, Xo = 4.12 em) calorimeter would be 1.03 m 
long, with a volume of 22.5 m 3 and weigh 76 tons. We estimate a cost of ::=S7.7M (including photo-
tubes).19 

The spatial and directional resolutions of the Krypton calorimeter are extremely good (0.1 mm 
and 1.5 mrad for a 10 GeV electron or photon), whereas the corresponding spatial resolution of the 
scintillating $Ian is 21D1nt and ita directional resolution, is very poor. The Krypton (with 5,% Xenon) 
scintillation is fast (20 ns), compared to the Scintillating glaas (87 ns), and With a 100 times larger pho-
ton yield (i.e. 3·1()4 compared to 3'lOz MeV-l). Since the overall costs of the two calorimeters would 
be similar, the improved resolution of Krypton is preferable if the cryostat does not seriously deterio-
rate ita perfOIIDaDCe. 

If the EM calorimeter were made of scintillating glaas, the blocks would have area S x S cmz, 
transverse to the beams. The number of blocks in Spectrometers I and 2 totals ::= 8700. The phototube 
pulse heights would be digitized to 12 bits to allow for the large dynamic range in electron and photon 
~s. 

If Krypton were used, the calorimeter would have towers with transverse size 3 x 3 cmZ with 12 
ionization samples (in depth). A photodiode placed at the end of each tower detects the fast scintilla-
tion light and could be used in the trigger. The ionization is detected in the drift cells with maximum 
drift time of 750 ns. The fast scintillation gives excellent energy resolution (aE < 1%,JE) while the 
ionization signal (detected by drift) gives precise determination of the direction and position (::= 1 mrad 
and ::=0.1 mm for a 10 GeV electron or photon, respectively). 

6. TRIGGER PROCESSORS & DETECTOR READOUT 

The dmumda made on the readout system and trigger processor by the proposed experiment are 
particu1ar1y lCMfto Tbe lack of an effective fast trigger criterion that can be calculated in less than the 
time betw=n intenctiona means that, for each interaction, all detector information must be read out 
and stored in a pipe1iDe until the Level-I trigger decision is taken. Moreover, in order to minimize the 
number of events which must be stored, the estimated 1()4 instructions per event needed for the Lev-
el-I trigger algorithm deIcrlbed in Chapter 4 must be made in the shortest possible time, say 1 S ,.,.sec. 
An additional requiranent is that the fewest number of processors should be used, in order to mini-
mize the complexity of the channel used to diatdbute the data from the detectors to the processors. We 
note that the total required computing power of the Level-I trigger processor is given by the 1()4 in-
structions per event, times the interaction rate of 600 KHz, or 6000 MIPS (million instructions per 
second). 

IT J. SeguiDot lit. aL. CBRN/DRDCJ9Q-70,DRDC/P17;

I. U. Buchner lit. aL, NIM A272(19U)69S. 

19 J. Speugler MPI-H-1990-V6 

,. ... 

http:tubes).19
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The I..evel·l aJaor:ithm diIIcusscd in Chapter 4 and alao in APPBNDIX A will be implemented 
using a procesaor with Data-Flow architecture with the processing elements imbedded in the data 
readout channel. The algorithm is precisely defined and amenable to implementation in hardware. 
Speed is of the utmost importance because it also translates directly into decreased. costs for the buffer 
system used. for the spectrometer detector information. 

Five yean ago, the UCLA group had a very successful experience building and using a 
Data-Driven processoro with 240 MIPS capability. This device, which was built for a Level-1 trigacr 
for experiment UAS at the CERN SppS-Collider, illustrates the power of such architectures. This pro-
cessor used 40 modules of two types to calculate the momentum and intercept position of fast protons 
traversing the UAS roman pot spectrometers. The TDC readout, c:alcuJ.ation and the final triger deci-
sion were made in 1.4 "sec, of which only ~4S0 nsec was used. for the actual calculation. 

The Data-Driven processor desisncd and built by the Nevis-Univ. Mass. groUpll for Fcnnilab 
experiment B690 is a much more powerful system and could provide our necessary online computing 
power this year. Thus, we have undertaken an R&D project to build and interface a version of their 
processor to our silicon System and test it in a beam in 1991. It is extremely cost-effective compared to, 
for exaJ:q.pJe, a RISC proc::esscn: Uinn of similar power. The proces~ configuration for our appW::ation . 
is about o~third the size (in number of modUles) of the configuration in use by E690 and should be . 
relatively straisht forwam to build. 

For the proposed experiment, we plan to update the technology we will actually use, to include 
such things as optical fiber data transmission, appW::ation specific integrated circuits (ASIC's), Digital 
signal processors (DSP), etc. Improvements in speed, flexibility and reliability will be sought. 

Both the readout system and the Level-I trigacr processor are pipelincd. Data read from the 
spectrometer detectors are transferred to FIFO memories in a very high speed data transport system, 
while the silicon vertex detector data enter the first stage of the data·driven processor described in Sec-
tion 6.2. Data entering the first stage of the processor are quickly processed and sent on to the follow-
ing processor segment. 'This frees the starting set of processor modules for the subsequent event. The 
results of the trigger calculation are used. to direct the transfer of data through the transport system. 
Events emcqing from the transport destination modules are sent to a VMS or Fastbus-based data ac-
quisition system for further Level-2 processing in a system of RISC processors, as well as data moni-
toring and reccmIina-

6.1 Detector Readout System 

All detectors in the apparatus will be sated at every bunch crossing for which the readout is idle. 
The readout is started 0Dly ifa Level-O interaction trigacr is present. Once initiated, the digitization and 
readout of the deteetor informa'Iion will take two or more bunch crossings depending on the number 
and distt:a'butioD of hits in the event. The minimum readout time is limited by the 1 lAS drift time of the 
jet cbamben. DI.ta read from the spectrometer detectors are entered into digital pipelines (FIFO buff-
ers) for storaaD UDtil the triger processor has completed its c:alcuJ.ation. The data for accepted events 
are then pasacd aD to the Level 2 processor farm.' 

Table S shoWi the num'ben of detector elements. the average number of elements with hits, and 
the expected data lengths for each of the subdetectors in a single 8DD apparatus. In addition to the ex-
pected signal data length (35 Kbytes), we assume a 1 % average noise rate with an average 4 bytes/hit. 
This yields a total average data length of 60 Kbytes/event. 

20 J.O. Zweizia at aL(l1A.8 Collaboration); Nud. ltutrumentl & MethodJ A263 (1988)10. 

II w. SipplCib at aL, IEBB Trma. Nud. Sc:i..17 (1980) 578; 
B.P. HanoUDi It aL. IEBB TraDI. Nucl. ti. 36 (1989) 1410; 
S.c. KDapp. Pr""",,inl' of 4th PiIa MeetiDS on Advmced Detector. (1989). Nucl. lDltt. & Meth. (in prell- 1989) 
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Table 8: Data LengtJu by Detector 

Detector No. Elements Hit Elements Data Length(bytes) 
Silicon 115200 1000 4000 
Si Pi'.ltcl 4500 35 140 
Pi'.ltcl DC I 4480 18 72 
Jet Cham I 7000 1000 4000 
Jet Cham 2 9600 1000 4000 
RICH 1 100000 1250 5000 
EM Call 35000 S40 2160 
Pi'.ltcl DC 2 11040 15 60 
Jet Cham 3 5700 1300 5200 
Jet Cham 4 7100 1300 5200 
RICH 2 280000 1000 4000 
EM Cal 2 36000 420 1680 -------- ------ ----- -----
Total .' '615620 35412 

Empb.asi.s is being placed on implementing a greater than usual concentration of intelligence near 
the frQnt end through the use of integrated VlSI readout electronics. This will result in better com-
paction of the detector data and hence higher live times. As discussed in the following paragraphs, the 
development ofVlSI readout electronics for the RICH and Silicon is already well underway. 

Silicon: The silicon detectors will be read out using a high density (128 channels per IC) VLSI 
chip which employs sparse data scanning to minimize the number of cycles needed to read the data. 
The Berkeley SVX chip, which was developed for the CDF silicon-strip vertex detector, would be well 
suited to this application, but the cum:mt version may not be fast enough. However. the success of the 
present SVX and other chips gives us confidence that an IC which will meet our needs can be built 
within the time scale of this experiment. 

We are presently -aning a gate sequencing and readout control system for the silicOn-processor 
inter.fac:e, which we plan to test at CERN this year. In this system. the readout electronics is divided 
into three types ofmoduJa. A ReadOut Sequencer Module (ROSM) generates the signals necessary to 
gate the silicon readout chip (i.e. the SVX). and transfer the eru:oded hit data. Hit data is sent via a 
ReadOut Ccmtrol Module (ROCM) associated with each set of 4 SVX daisy-chainl (x and y of left 
and riaht dctectora for a sinalc half plane) to a ReadOut Link Module (ROLM) which interfaces with 
the I..evel 1 proc:aaor system. The data are then used by the processor system. and passed on for re-
cording if the ewnt is accepted. 

CblDlben: The chamber-hit times will be encoded and recorded using a 8-bit, 10 nsec bin, multi-
ple hit TDC system. In this system, each sense wire signal is tested every 10 nsec starting &om the 
bunch crossins (gate) signal. If a signal appears on a wire, the arrival time is saved in one of two 4 
wOld )( 8-bit 100 MHz FlLO stacks. The encoding process will require l"s (the maximum drift time) 
during which additional gates will be inlu"bited. This will result in a dead time of $:1120%. If no lAwel-O 
signal arrives, a reset is generated and the chamber readout is aborted with no loss of live time. At the 
end of the readout cycle, the second FILO is enabled for readout of the next event, while data are 
tra.nsfcr.red from the first set to FIFO buiFers. Hit data from each chamber is t.ransferred to the FIFOs 
over 20-32 paral1el data streams arranged. so that each stream receives approximately the same amount 
of data. 
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It would be dcsirab1e to im:orporate some inte1Jjgence into the drift chamber readout electronics 
which would perform. JiDe..segmeot finding within the drift cells. This would reduce the amount of data 
transfem:d to, and saved in the FIFOs, and facilitate track reconstnJC:tion in the second level filter. This 
possibility is under investiption. 

RICH: Cherenkov photons will be detected on pad detectors which are segmented into 27 groups 
of 64 row )( 128 columns for the purposes of readout. The pad signals will be ampWied and shaped by 
a 16-channcl VLSI chip currently under development. The discriminated signals produced by these 
chips are latched into a SO MHz shift register. Data readout proceeds by shifting out the bits a row at a 
time into a 128·bit row Iatcb.. Words which contain at least one set bit are latched in a second word 
&om which the hit coordinates are encoded. The row number is given by counting the number of rows 
which have been shifted out, and the column number is determined by priority encoding. One hit is 
recorded and erased &om the encoding register every 20 nscc until it is empty. Shifting of rows contin-
ues in para11el to the hit encoding unless a second non-zero row is found while encoding of a previous 
row is still in progress. One or more additional row buffers may be added to decreaae the likelihood of 
stopping the row shifting process. 

PIx~ Detec:ton: The Pixel Drift. Chambers will be read out wi~ the same type of modules used , 
'..for the tracking chambers. The silicon pixel detector will be read out with the .same electronics used for . 

the silicon vertex detector. 

FJec:tromapetic Calorimetry The Electromagnetic Calorimetry will be read out by 64-channel 
10·bit FADC modules. Each module will have 64 charge integrators with two FADCs for digitizing 
the Iatcb.ed analog signals and circuitry for suppression of empty channels. 

Data TraDIpOI1 System: The data transport system is a crate-oriented, 200 Mbyte/sec synchro· 
nous backplane through. which all accepted events are passed. The extremely high throughput of this 
system allows the transfer of all accepted event data over a single channel, facilitating the dispersal of 
event data to acquisition, monitor, and high level processors. Modules connected to a backplane can 
be either data sources or data sinks. Each source module in tum transfers all the data for one event in 
a broadcast mode. Any sink modules which are enabled may save the same event simultaneously. 
Multiple transport crates can be linked together in a tree structu:re for merging data &om an arbitrary 
number of input sources or fanning out the data to an arbitrary number of destinations. A minimal 
programability will make it possible to configure the destination modules to select a subset of events. 

6.2 Level-l Triggo Processor 

Briefly, the properties of the Nevis·Univ. Mass Data-Driven processor are: 

• 	 No ClIIIItnIiud eaatraI: There is no CPU in the system. The processor consists of an array of 
function modules, in which the arrival of data at a module initiates its operation. 

• 	 Parallel: Several data streams are processed in para11el. In our cue, track finding in the silicon 
detectors is done in para11el in 8 identical processors (4 quadrants )( 2 views). Other parallelism 
can be inuinaU: to a processor strw::ture. 

• 	 Plpelined: Several events are in the processor simultaneously. For example, with an interaction 
rate of 600 KHz and an event processing time of about 151's, about 10 events would be in the 
pipeline at a time. 

• 	 Syacbronoua: All registers in the system are latched simultaneously by a 40 MHz central clock. 

http:Iatcb.ed
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• 	 Expandable: The processor may be increased to solve an arbitrarily complex problem by the 
addition of more modules. Since there are no resources like central memory or common 1/0 
paths, bottleneeks do not appear. Also, because there is very little overhead, an increase in the 
number of processor modules yields a proportional increase in processor speed. 1bis will be a 
very valuable attribute in the future, when there will be a need to upgrade the data acquisition 
system. to handle the higher luminosities which will be available at the new proton-proton col-
liden. 

The processor modules are themselves quite simple. Each module takes one or two 14 bit (16 
data + 8 control) input data words, performs some simple operation on them and produces an output 
which is passed on to the next module. All modules in the system. are clocked synchronously and the 
input and output data words are latched into registers on each clock. cycle. Care has been taken to 
provide access to all of the input and output registers in the system, either for reading data or inserting 
data. 1bis greatly simplifies the task of debugging and diagnosing problems, since the state of the sys-
tem can be determined and checked on a cycle by cycle basis. 

Fig. 20 is a block diagram of the processor. There are five subroutines shown, which are isolated 
from each other by control bufFers. The 3-plane line-finder, discussed below, contains most of the 
hardware, with 8 identical sections (corresponding to 4 quadrants )( 2 views). Each of the 8 line-finden 
utilizes about 20 existing modules, for a total of 160 modules. 

Une-Finder 

Of the subroutines listed above, the track finding step is the most complex. and provides the 
greatest challenge: for optimal design and constrlldion. Fig. 21 shows a diagram of this subroutine,22 
which uses the processor modules in a configuration similar to that used by FNAL experiment E690. 
Depending on the required throughput, the line-finding may be perfonned by a single set of modules 
which would process each detector triplet in succession, or by many similar sets, each of which would 
perform the line-finding in one or a few plane triplets. Wrth multiple independent line-finders, the ef-
fective throughput is increased by the same factor as the number of line-finders. 

The followins is a somewhat simplified description of the operation of the line-finding subroutine 
illustrated in Fig. 21. Hit strip addresses enter on the readout bus. Data from different detectors in the 
same quadrant appear on the same bus, and are distinguished by a 4-bit identification field (Tag). The 
Buffer modules (Labeled B in Fig. 21) select the hits from a single detector, and store them in a 
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) memory for eventual retransmission into the remainder of the subroutine. 
The hits from the first and third planes of a detector triplet are then associated into clusters by the A&-
sociator (A) modules and entered into lists in the List (L) modules. In addition, as cluster positions are 
entered into the lists, they are counted by the IDdex Generator (I) module. The IDdeJt Generator starts 
immediately to pna:rate all pain of indices of clusters in the lists. Each generated index pair causes the 
two List modules to output the cluster positions specified by those indices. The positions are then 
multiplied by a constant in the Norm'" (N) module and added together ( @ module) resulting in a 
prediction of a bit position in the second plane of the triplet. If there is a hit in the second plane cor-
responding to the value thus predicted. it is taken to indicate the existence of a track. and the hits 
which define the traclt are added to a track list. 1bis last function is performed by a Map (M) module 
which saves the bits from the second plane in an intema1 bit map. It then uses the incoming hit pre-
dictions to fetch the hits in the region of the prediction. The T.... (T) module which fonows the Map 
detennines whether the neighboring bits meet the traclt acceptance criteria by table lookup. The bits 
from the first and third planes associated with the accepted lines are added to the list by the List 
Counter (Lc) modules. The resulting list of hits on tracb is then entered into buf:l"en for use by the 
subsequent stages of the processor. 

ZZ We thmll: Bruce Knapp for bit delip of thiI hardware ·subrouttne-
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F'igrIn JO: BIodr. Dit:JVttm: Lew:1-1 Trigp: Processor with Data-Flow Architecture 

The final traDsIation of the algorithm desaibed above into a hudwate confiauration will be made 
usina emuJatiou and aualyais of the proc:euor's n:sponse to the si&oD data have obtained. in our P238 
SPPS-CoDider test nm.. Pretiminary desip work indicates that we will need fewer than 100 additional 
m.odu1a for the remainder of the system, for a total of about 2SO modules (compared to about 700 
mod.ules for the B690 proceaor). Alma. all module types already exist and 81'e in use by the E690 
Collaboration. The J'I!!!!1.ininl 1·2 mod:ules 81'e simple exteasiona of the existiq an:bi1ecture. 

Proeili. Emulateii' 

http:Duplic.te
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) 

FIgUTr 21: Block diagram of the Data-Drive" LiM-Finder. 

The operation of the enti1'e pmc:euor strw:ture is beiDa emulated. in software. The processor em-
ulator is a paclcap dcsiped to duplicate in software the action of the processor on a cycle by cycle 
basis. A FORTRAN subroutine is written for each type of module, of which there an') about 20. One 
subroutine call com:sponda to ODe clock cycle. 

A processor aJ.,mhm consista of a list of boards, the specification of the contents of any memory 
elemenu on those boards and the speci&ation of how these boards an') cabled. topther. Such a list is 
known as a Con~ File. The emulator reads this file in its initiali7atiou phase and thus deter-
mines which board subrout.iDes an') to be ca11ed. It calla thae subroutines, which in tum reserve 
enouah memory to hold any tables which must be down-loaded. as weD. as memory locationa for the 
input and output registers. StorqD is also reserved to hold cable coD.telltl and pointon an') sc:t up to the 
memory locatioDa which hold the contents of the input and output cables. After this initialization 
phase, the memory locations, reserved to hold on-board tables, an') loaded by simuJatiDa the cycles that 
would be eBCUted by the pmc:euor haJ:d.wue in peri'orming this function. 

After the initialization phase, the emulator is ready to procesa data. Data is loaded. into the loca-
tions which correspond to the input cables and the board subrout.iDes are called as specified in the 
Coafipratioa FIle. Each board subroutine checks for data on the input cables and, ifpresent, performa 
its operations and modifies the memory locatioDa which com:spond to its on-board rqi.sten and out-
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put (and possibly input) cables. This procedure precisely emulates the processing performed in one 
clock cycle. The process is repeated for subsequent cycles until the data (and control "'signals, propa-
gate through the entire 'processor" and appear in those locations which comspond to the processed 
data cables and the output control buffers. 

Using the emulator. it is poSSIble to precisely predict the operation of a given algorithm on any 
set of simulated event data. For example. the average nwnber of clock cycles per event can be easily 
dete:nnined, problems of precision can be investigated and bottlenecks in the algorithm calculations can 
be located. 

The emulator can be used not only for the design and evaluation of processor configurations. but 
also can serve as a powerful diagnostic tool when the same data is given to both the emulator and the 
hardware processor and the results of the computation compared. The operation of a single board can 
thus be evaluated, as can the operation of an entire subroutine. 

'...6.3 Le.ve1-2 Trigger ProCessor 

A second level of filtering for all events which pass Level-I win be implemented as a farm of 
high-speed (50 MHz or greater) RISe processors which would have access to all the data for a given 
event. These processors may perform some or all of the following functions: 

• 	 Perform complete track reconstruction. 

• 	 Eliminate most pileup events by requiring that the tota110ngitudinal momentum of all tracks  
in either the forward or backward hemisphere does not exceed the beam momentum (as re- 
quired by conservation of momentum and energy). and that there is at most one vertex with  
tracks in both the forward and backward hemispheres.  

• 	 Repeat the Level-l test with matched views, and correct weighting based on the track mo- 
menta.  

• 	 Determine the event topology. 

To detcnnine the size of the RISe farm necessary to perform these functions we assume that the 
average event win require Sx l()6 RISe instructions.u To handle the 6.7 KHz rate we estimate that we 
win need a "'farm'" with. about 670 x SOMIPS RISe processors. Clearly, should faster processors be-
come available. this number can be reduced. 

7. 	FLAYOR TAGGING: LEPTONS YS. KAONS 

To avoid the very 1arp event lOll which arises from requiring full recon.struction of both B and U 
in the spectrometer, we advocale just using as tap. supplementary particles in the spectlometer which 
are inconsistent with coming from the primary vertex (as detcnnined using the vertex detector infor-
mation). As discusIed in the followina paragraphs. these can be either charpd kaona or leptons. In 
order to understand the tagging possibilities of K ± and leptons, an analysis was made of Monte-Carlo 
generated BU events using PYI'HIA. In the event generation, no requirem.ents are made on the ha-
dronization or decay of the associated b-quark which provided the potential tag. Of course, these esti-

n 	 Note that. the Sx 10· iDltn.J,;dOl1l it an netlp f'iaure. lome evmtl will take col1liderably more or leu t.baI.:llbis meaD. Note 
alao that. lome of the recoDItrI.K:tion WkI will haw already beeJ.t performed by the LewI 1 proc:eaor (e.I. tiDe finding in 
the Iilicon) and readout Iyttem. 
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mates depend. greatly on the com:ct:ness of PYTHIA's hadronization scheme, which could be verified 
by mca.tnlIIm1CI1ti at exilti.na hadron colliders. 

For a Bs-Mi:J:iDa experiment, charged bans from the primary vertex can also be used, because 
their flavor is potentially correlated with the flavor of a reconstructed Bs·Meson. Such bons have an 
advantage over those from secondary sources, in that there are no oscillation effects of the 
tag-providing system. 

ne Use of Muaa Tap: For events in which a Beauty meson is detected in a 600 mrad spec-
trometer at the Tevatron Collider, what are the momenta and angles in the laboratory of an accompa-
nying muon? This question is answered in Fig. 22, which is a scatter plot of p" VI. 8" in the labora-
tory, for Tevatron events which contain both a B aa:cpted in the 600 mrad spectrometer and a muon 
from any source with momentum transfer, Pt > 1.2 GeV. The correlation which is expected between a 
B and a " from its partner if is clearly visible. Most muons are in the same hemisphere as the B de-
tected near 0" and correlated within -1 unit of rapidity. Furthennore, the muons within the spectrom-
eter aperture of 34.9'" (600 mrad) are seen to have much larger momenta than those outside the spec-
trometer. We can conclude that, for Beauty particles detected in the 600 mrad spectrometer, there is 
not much to be gained by constructing additional lepton detection outside the 600 mrad aperture. ." ,,'." .. . . 

At ..js == 1.6 TeV, we find that 5.7% of B-Mesons which are accepted in the spectrometer have 
an accompanying ,,:t also in the spectrometer with Pt > 1.2 GeV (necessary to suppress muons from 
the c - s transition). The tag quality factor, (good tags/all tags), is found to be 730/0. The quality fac-
tor can be improved by selecting larger Pt, but with a loss of muons. If electron tag are also used, the 
fraction of tagged events could increase to an upper limit of 11.4%. However, additional losses arise 
from cuts needed to minimize the background from other sources. We have not attempted to estimate 
these losses since, as discussed in the next section, the use of K ± tags is more promising. 

The u. of Secondary K:t Tap: The overall strategy is to examine supplementary bons in the 
spectrometer (those not associated with the reconstructed B). There are two major sources of such 
kaons. They either come from the accompanying if meson or they come from the primary vertex. 
Those from the primary vertex are only useful for tagging reconstructed Bs-Mesons and we return to 
them below. 

A K:t which contains the s-quark at the end of the b-c-s chain uniquely identifies the flavor of 
its if-meson at decay. However, there are many sources of mis-tagging, such as bans which are pro-
duced from the ss-sea or from a W:t in either the b-c or c-s transitions (which can have either sign). 
All these possibilities are accounted for to some approximation in the PYTHIA event generation and 
can be investigated by tabulating the supplementary bons which are found in the spectrometer. For 
Tevatron events with..jl - 1.6 TeV, 25.5% of the B-mesons in the spectrometer are found to have a 
supplementary K:t with reconstructed impact parameter greater than 3a from the primary vertex. The 
correct charge wu found in 82.2% of these tags (good tags/all tags). Thus. secondary K:t, ,,:t and e± 
togetlu:r can taa as much as 35% of all Beauty particles reconstructed in the spectrometer. 

The u • • ......, I:t Tap In Bs-Mixing Measurement: A primary K + or K - potentially con-
tains the Sor s quark which is created in association with the s or squark used in a reconstructed Bs 
or ifs' respectively. They should be produced nearby in rapidity. Note that the sign of such a primary 
K ± has exactly the opposite tapg signmcauce as does a secondary K:t. 

Background comes from kaons produced from the sSsea in the numerous hadronization processes 
at the primary vertex which are not associated with the Bs or ifs mesons. Such bons can be of either 
flavor and thus dilute the kaon tagging. We have perl'ormed a complete detailed analysis of 
MoJlte.CarIo Bs events at the lower energy SppS-Collider and find that the primary bons are just as 
effective in flavor tagging reconstructed Bs mesons as are secondary bons. 26% were tagged by sec-
ondary K:t. An additional 26% were tagged by primary K:t and a further 7% were tagged by both 
types of K:t. Thus, a total of 58% of all reconstructed Bs were tagged in this way. The tagging quality 
of these events ranged from 70-76%. 

http:exilti.na
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Frgun 22: Laboratory Molf7itntum .".s'. Ang/~ ofMuons Accompanying an Accepted B at the  

Tevatron. The detected. B is on the o· side. The muons have Pt > 1.2 GeV.  

We are presently rcpeatin, this a:oa1ysis for Bs events at the Tevatron and. expect that some addi· 
tional contribution wiD. ind.c.t be oifered. by primary bon tap, However, it may be a somewhat 
smaller amount at the Tevatron energy because of enhanced bon production from the ss-sea. 

~ .EIreca: Tb=re am two types of dilution (decrease in statistical effectiveness) due to 
mis-tap, 0. m..1imp1y from. usina a tagn , partid.e (bon or lepton) w1W:h has the wrong sign 
becauae its soun:e ia e.a.twwuuI. The other arises from the fact that the B (or II) w1W:h provides the 
tap, particle .., ... olCiDate and. thereby pve the wrong sip ta(J. The estimates of mis·tagin, 
given in the pt6viDal ,....apbs am obtained with the WIll of a Monte-Carlo generator w1W:h does not 
have B.a!ICWatioa ba:iI& iato it. Thus the estimates are of the first type of JDia..taP, As pointed out 
in Chapter 2, the .1_ r.ctor is not the 'tal quality"', but rather the quantity, k t - (good tal -
bad taa>/(aood + bid). For eum.pIe, a 'tal quality'" of 0.8 yields for this dilution. factor: kl - 0.60. 

To ertimate the dilution factor, k" &om the second type of miJ.tap, due to the osciJ1.uon of 
the taa-pro'ridina B (or II), we must use the tima averapd probabilities for osc:illation and. 
non.asciDation: xiJ(2(l+xi)] aDd. (2+x.l)/(2(I+x.l)1, respectively. Hm x- AMtr for the source B. 
Bocauae the upcctecl decay time depcDdences of the taged-B (or II) am of the aerunl form 1±a(t). it 
is exp&itly shown in Chapter 2 on Bs·M.bd.ng that the dilution factor multiplies the a(t) term and. is 
given by the weiptect averqe of the quantity 1/(1 +xJ) over the tbne types of taa-prod.ueiDg B's ac-
eotdina to their relative production frequency.z" A weiahtcd averqe, of [1/(1 +xJ)] over au (40%), 
Bd (40%) aDd. B, (20% ) is fouad. to be: ka ::is 0.67. if we usume x to be 0, 0.7 and. IS. respectively, for 

lI4 P. Krawayk. D. 1..oDdoD .. H. S ...... DESY-16] (NoY, 19"" 
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the 3 cases. Thus. the net dilution factor can typically be expected to be: K = kl • kz ::s 0.40. 

8. RECONSTRUCTION OF B-EVENTS, YIELDS & BACKGROUNDS 

8.1 General ConsiderlltiolU a.nd Lifetime MelUllrements 

We present here a study of the problems of B event reconst.ruction and sources of combinatoric 
background which was done for a c.m.. energy, .Js = 0.63 TeV, where the mean momentum of re-
constructed B-mesons is 35 GeV. Since this momentum is expected to be about 45 GeV at the Teva-
tron, and since there is not much increase in track multiplicity through the silicon detectors, the con-
clusions should also be valid for the Tevatron. 

Software was written to reconstruct Monte Carlo Beauty events which were generated using 
PYfHIA. In addition to minimum bias and chann events, two types of Beauty Monte Carlo event 
samples were studied: (a) a general or inclusive BU sample, in which B-mesons decay according to the 
'natural~ B decay modes given by PYfHIA, a.ru.i; (b) events in which all B's. decay via the particular . 
mode under study. In both cases, PYfHIA. gCnerated an underlying event, similar in structure to a . 
minimum bias event, in addition to the decay tracks from the B and B' states. Unit vectors describing 
track direction and position were obtained from a full silicon detector simulation using the program 
GEANT. Momentum measurement errors were simulated by randomly varying the generated Monte 
Carlo momentum, in accordance with expected spectrometer resolutions. We assumed that X/y view 
matching as well as track matching between the spectrometer and silicon detector could be done with-
out significant error. 

For the exclusive decay mode samples, events whose B-meson decay products are completely 
contained in the spectrometer aperture are passed through the trigger algorithm simulation software. 
Surviving events are used to evaluate the reconstruction efficiency. Minimum bias and inclusive BB' 
events are passed through the same software chain used for the exclusive final state in order to deter-
mine the combinatoric background level. 

Studies were also made of the response of our trigger algorithm and Beauty reconstruction soft-
ware to inclusive c-£(chann) states. We found that the topological information in the silicon detectors, 
together with the 1arger energy release in Beauty decay, allowed us to reject background from c-£states 
to a negligable level. . 

On the question of final states with a single ",0, we have not yet been able to demonstrate that 
acceptable signaIa with low-background can be exttacted from the data. On the other hand. final states 
with a single 'Y, such as Reaction (20) discussed in Section 8.2, can be cleanly exttacted. This should 
also be the cue for 00· - 00,., as has been mentioned above. In general, we find that if an e.m.. ca-
lorimeter with the superb resolution of tI = 0.5% • .JE is assumed, the invariant mass ~lution for 
the B is comparable to that obtained for final states with all charged particles. See the discussion in 
Section 8.2. 

Reconstruction software for exclusive final states proceeds in the following way. A vertex-finding 
algorithm which consists of the repeated application of a vertex search among tracks that do not come 
from previously found vertices is applied. After vertex finding each individual decay mode is recon-
structed using separate subroutines. In all of these subroutines, relevant invariant masses are ca1cu1ated 
for all possible track combinations consistent with the desired topology. Also, for most decay modes, a 
minimum flight path of 0.5 mm is required for the B-meson, making it possible to impose transverse 
momentum balance with respect to the B din:ction of motion. This is found to greatly suppress com-
binatoric background under the B signal. 

We present details of the 8.na1yses of some exclusive final states in the succeeding sections. The 
general conclusions of these analyses are that clean signals can be found and that the chief sources of 
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combinatm:ic bKkpnmd to B-meson siaaab are: (a) those BB events which have similar topologies 
but which decay via modes other than the one under study; or (b) from the same mode, but where one 
or more tracks em not be uniquely assigned to the B decay verteL In a sample of 4000 minimum bias 
events, no events survived Level-I triger cuts and produced a secondary vertex other than from 
strange particle decay. Thus we conclude that bacqround from minimum bias is less than a third the 
background from events which contain. Beauty. 

We start by ca1culatin.a the invariant mass for each K+.,-.,-.,+ track combination which is con-
sistent with havina a common vertex. For combinations with a mass near to that of the DO, we loop 
over the remainina .,+., - pain which have a common vertex at least 0.5 mm downstream of the pri-
mary vertex but no further downstream than the DO verteL Finally, we reconstruct the momentum 
vecton of the BO and 00 requirina that the DO momentum vector be collinear with the line connecting 
the BO and 00 vertices and that the BO momentum vector be collinear with the line connectina the BO 
vertex with the primaJ:y verteL For these events, the DO" +., - invariant mass is ca1cu1atcd. 

Fia- 23 shows the K+,,-.,-,,+ and DO,,+.,- invariant mass spectra. In both Figs. 23(a,b), the 
llnsbaded histograms show an· Possible track combinations with no cuts On vertex topology. The 
shaded histograms show the effects of imposing the vertex topology and momentum conservation cuts 
refmred to in the preceding paraaraph. 
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F'igutw 2J: InrtllWnt Ma.u Spectralor IIw FiMI Sltlle ZSO.,+.,-. <a> 00 siaaaJ. in K+.,-.,-.,+ 
spectrum; (b) BO sianal in [)O,,+,,- spectrum, both with no vertex cuts. Thc 
shaded azeu in each plot show the signals which remain after applyina the 
vertex cuts diIcusIed in the teu. 
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This figure does not refJect the true background level since it contains only the combinatoric 
background from events contaming BO mesons decaying according to the reaction D°tr + tr -. When 
background genmated from all other sources is included, the B.signal/baclcground ratio is estimated to 
be larger than 5/1. 

We start by calculating the invariant mass of all K+,,-,,-,,+ combinations which arc consistent 
with a common vertex. For each such combination which has a mass near to the DO mass, we calcu· 
late the tr-K+,,-tr-tr+ invariant mass uaina all remaining ,,- tracks in the spectrometer. Fig 24(a) 
shows the distribution of the masl difference between these two combinations. The ~ is quite clean. 
For combinations which arc consistent with being from the decay of a 0--, we calculate 
(,,-K+tr-tr-,,+),,+tr+tr- invariant mass. We demand that the 0--/00 mass difference be small, and 
use the momentum c:onserva.tion cut described above and somewhat less stringent cuts on event to-
pology. The (0--) - (DO) mass constraint is sufficiently powerful that a reconstruction efficiency of 
more than 40% can be obtained. The resulting mass distribution is shown in Fig. 24(b). For this 
mode, we find that little background is contributed by events with B's decaying inclusively, thus the 
figure represents the true backgroUnd leve1~ 
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Frgun 24: (a) The distribution of the diff'erence in invariant mass between K+,,-tr- ... + and  
tr-(K+tr-,,-,,+) combinations as explained in the teD. (b) The BO signal in the  

{"- K + ... - ... - ... +}tr +tr +tr - mass spectrum when ... - (K+... - ... - ... +) satisfies the D - - mass  
conatraint, K + ... - ... -" + satisfies the DO mass constraint and after topology and momentum  

conservation cuts have been applied.  
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The analysis pmceeda by forming the invariant mass for all e +e - pain. The resulting mass plot is 
shown in Fia- 2S(a). Next. the invariant mass for all "+,,- combinations is calc:ulated and KO candi-
dates defined by requirina that this mass be ncar the KO mass. We then calculate the invariant mass for 
all J/Illo candidates (defined only by a mass cut) with all KO candidates. The resulting mass plot (with 
no vertex cuts) is shown in Fig. 2S(b). 

The J/.o cut alone suppresses virtually all background from BO decays. Background from direct 
JN° production has not been studied but a combination of topology and transverse momentum cuts 
should reduce it to manageable levels with some sacrifice of signal. 
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Figure 25: IIfW1TiG1lt Ma.u Spectra/or the FiMJ SttJ.t, J/III KfJ. (a) J/. sianal in e+e- 
spectrum; (b)BG siana1 in J/. K.0 spectrum, both with no vertex cuts.  

Ufetiaae M...,.... 

The mea:n. reconstructed B-meson momentum of about 4S GeV/c (see Fia- 9 in Chapter 3) and 
the mean dista:nc:e of 2 em between. event vertices and tint silicon detector plane allow rather good 
measureme.nts of proper fIiaht time for each event. 

Fia- 26 displays the simulated proper time distribution (in units of B mean Ufe) expected for a 
9000 event sample. 

It is seen in Fia- 26 that we have excellmt acceptan.c:e in t above about one mean Ufe. The depar-
ture from a pun exponential in Fia- 26 illustrates the combined effect of the pometrica1 acceptance 

--.~--..~-----------------------
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Figure 26: Simulated proper time distribution (in units of B mean life) for 9000 reconstrw:ted 

Bs ,events. The departure from a pure exponen~ illustrates the acceptam:e effects of 
geometry, trigpr and event reconstruction. The superimposed curVe'is the empi.rica1 

acceptance function A(t) :a 4t2/O +4t2) multiplied by e-t This curve is a rusonably good 
6.t to the B events whkh have been acc:epted by our triger simulation and reconstruction 

programs. 

(aperture) and trigpr efficiency. The acceptance function. A(t) :a 4t2/(1 + 4t2) , approximately describe. 
the net a.cc:eptanc:e and is used. in the generation of Monte-Carlo events in the mixing and CP violation 
studies summarized in Chapter 2 This function is multiplied by e - t and superimposed on the gener-
ated data in Fig. 26. In our m.i:Dng studie., simultaneous 6.ts to the data shown in Fig. 26 and to the 
subset whkh is flavor taged (as described in Chapter 7) are performed to obtain the B mean life, x = 
~MfI' and the dilution factor, K. 

The experimental resolution in the measured proper time is obtained by comparing the generated 
Bs flight path with its reconstructed value for a large number of Monte-Carlo events. This difference 
quantity is plotted in Fig. 27 and is ICCIl to have a standard deviation. Irz ... 180,.un. 

The error in proper time. Irt. is obtained from the relation z - ctp/m and Irz - 180 pm. With a 
mean p - 45 GoV, we find Irt - 5.8 %. For a number of reaaoDl, the expected. value will be some-
what smaller thaD. thia. First, the data in Fig. 27 are ca1c::u1ated using a distance of 6 em. bet:Rea. silicon 
detector planes UIOIl iD the P238 siticon configuration. We have since decided to decrease this distance 
to 4 em.. Second, it is Jibly that the algorithm used. in the calculation of the data in Fig. 27 can be 
further improved. 

8.2 Bs RecolUtrrlctiDa: Sipal Yk/lb & Blldcgroll1Ul Estimau. 

The previous sedion contaiDJ a discussion of the B-meson reconatruetion proc:edure and combi-
natoric background. problem iD SOlDO detail, for specific exclusive fiDa1 states. However, for a Bs·mixing 
measurement, we anticipate using a final state such as: 

Os• ."..., 
.. DsY...., 

.. K+K- (20)  
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Figure 27: Diffenm.ce between Monte-Carlo generated and reconstructed B track length. The 
width of this distribution (standard deviation, az = 180 I'm) gives the uncertainty in our 

m.casurement of the B track length. As discussed in the text. several improvements in 
software and hardware will result in az actually being smaller than this value. 

wbich introduces a new fador. namely the etTect of using elcctromagnetU: calorimeter information in 
the Bs·meson reconst.rw:tion. as We have thus studied the ctTect of calorimeter energy and spatial reso-
lutions on both the reconstruction yield and the Bs signal/background ratio. 

Fonowing the procedu:res of the last section, we construct the invariant masa difference, 
M(Ds.) - M(Ds) for the Bs decay in Reaction 20. We plot the resulting mass diffenm.ce distributions 
in Fig. 28 for 12 combinati.cma of calorimeter parameters. Calorimeter energy resolutions (aIJE) of 
0.5%, 1%, 2% and 4% and spatial resolutions of 0.3 nun. 1.0 mm and 10 mm are considered. In 
constructin& tbeae plots. we ra:adomly vary all charged track and ., paramctcn in accordance with the 
expcctccl CIlCI'IY and anini. resolutions. Since the purpose of these plots is to dcmonJtrate the etTect 
of different caloIiau:ter resolutions on the invariant mass resolution, we do not include the combina-
toric background tClultinl from all possible track combinations - only the correct Bs decay traclts are 
used. 

Although there is very little dependence of the invariant mass diffenm.ce resolution on calorimeter 
spatial resolution seen in Fig. 28. there is a very large dependence on its energy resolution. For a 
O,S%·.JB calorimeter, the FWHM is 2 MeV, while for 40/0·.JB, the FWHM increueI to about 12 
MeV. AI will be demonstrated below, the effect of this poorc:r resolution is to allow more combina-
toric ~UDd into the signal rqion and also to lose some signal because some of the tails in the 
M(Ds.) - M(D,) distribution will be cut otT. In addition, a larger fraction of the .,'s &om D·'s com-
bine with other .,'s in the tm:D.t to form a 'ITo mass; these are then cut out in our se1ection procedure. 

u Wrth ~ calorimllry. WI would aIIo haw the capability to detect B ftDal.wa wbiI:b CODU 0*0 - oOy (BR 
== 41'1.) tor tile flnt tUm. t.bINb1 opmiDa the door to the Itucly oIl11tire new __ ot final. It&t&. 

http:ftDal.wa
http:40/0�.JB
http:O,S%�.JB
http:diffenm.ce
http:diffenm.ce
http:Diffenm.ce
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Fzgun 28: Invariant mass dii!'enmces. M(Ds*) - M(Ds)' for the indicated 12 combinations of 
. clectromaan= calorimeter enetIY and spatial resolutions. The spatial resolution is the 

standard dc:viation, 17x. The mass bins are 1 MeV. No combinatoric backaround is shown. In 
each cue, the energy resolution I7EJE is the indicated constant (e.g. k - 0.5%) divided by 

.jE in OeV. 

Usina appmpriate mass cuts in Ftp. 28 to scJcct most of the sisnaJ. peaks lcada to the Bs invariant 
mass distributions shown in F.. 29 for the same sets of c:aJ.oriJmter parameters. Although there is a 
sigrrificam depeadeDce of the mau teIOlution on calorimeter parameters, the dependence is weak. due 
to the faet that, in ........ the ., po..... only a small pert of the Bs eneray (averaae ., eneray is about 
1 GeV for a Bs maar of 35 0eV). 

Before mlcn'" the matter of how the signalJbackgroUDd ratio depends on caJ.orim.eter resolu-
tion, we show in Pia. 30(&) the apec:tcd. Bs sisnaJ. for the best caJ.orimeter cue (0.5'Yo-v'S aDd 0.3 
rom), with all combiaatoric backpoUDd. Fi&- 3O(b) shows the expected Os sisnaJ. with its combinatoric 
baA:qroUDd. 

The Bs sisnaJ. size and ~UDd ratio have been evaluated for all 12 sets of c:aJ.oriJmter 
resolutiou coJllidcred (we iDcJ:udc the expected bac:ksroUDd from the puaal B cvem sample, in addi-
tion to the combinatoric backaroUDd arisina from Reaction (20). Fip. 31 shows the ~UDd 
results. For the 4'Yo-v'S _ 0.5'Yo°v'S ca1orimcters, the sigaa1Jba.ckpou is about 4 _ 10, respec-
tively. The cfeandation of the Bs I'eICI8IIItnIdi eIIeIeaey with woncnina c:aJ.oriJmter eneray resolution 
is also noticable. We lind 290/. _ 430/., respectively for the two c:aJ.oriJmter types. 

http:0.160.12
http:DcdU:at.ed
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Figure 29: Reconstructed. Bs Invariant Mass for the indicated 12 combinations of 

e1ectromagnctic calorimeter energy and spa1ia1 resolutions aa in Fig. 28. In each cue, an 
appropriate cut is made 00 the mau di1ferenc:e, M(D"') - M(Dal. of the conesponding plot in 

Fig. 28. The mus bins are 5 MeV. No combinatoric background is shown. 
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Figwe 30: (a) Reconstructecl D"',.,..,... invariant mall and (b) KK.,. invariant mall. Both 
plota a_lime calorimeter energy resolution erE - O.S%·.JB and position resolution - 0.3 

mID. All apeetecl combinatoric background is shown. 
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Figure 31: Bs Signal/background .,s. Calorimeter Resolution: The Bs Signal/Background is 
shown ft. kin aE - k%·.JE. Curves are given for three different spatial 
resolutions of the calorimeter. 

We bale our estimate of the expected yields of reconstructed and tagged Bs and Hs mesons for a 
11m with integrated lumiDosity, j.!ifdt - 10 pb- 1. The followina losses and ef&ciencies are tabulated in 
Table 9: 

• a. PN.... ~ We assume that a s:quark has a 12% probabilityZl to combine 
with an t-qU.IIk to make a Bs-meson. This should allow, for example, for the loss of excited 
Bs wbU:b. caD decay into B + K. 

• 	 l-Ana Geoaaetrle Aeceptuac:e: As discussed in Chapter 3, the decay tracks of 30% of all 
PYTHlA-genm.ted Bs melOns and 30% of all Is mesons are fuDy contained by a system of 
two 600 mrad. aperture forwatd spectromc:ters. There is a 14% overlap, in which both are 
contained.. 

• 	a. BnDdIiaa RldGI: We assume BR .. 9% for the total of all readions of the type: 

Bs - Os· + n"t , Os + n... , Du + Kn" 
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T'he ARGUS group bas reported a branching ratio%? BR = 6.7%, for final states of the type 
Bd - D* +n... with n - 1,2,3 We also assume that the Os* to direct Os ratio is 3/1 and that 
the final state 0uKn... contributes at least 0.2 %, giving us the total of 9%. Since it seema 
likd:y that we shall abo be able to reconstruct such final states with n > 3, our effective useful 
BR should be Jaraer than this. 

• 	 Ds± Branchial Ratio: We take BR = 5% for all known charged final states:ZI K+K-'lT±, 
K+K-.k, KOK± 

• D: Branchiag Ratio: We assume that all Os· decay via the mode: Os· - Os y 

• 	 Live time: We assume a net 70% live time for the experiment. 

• 	 Trigger Eftldeacy: T'he trigger simulation is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. We find an effi-
ciency of about 45% for .Reaction 20 at the Tevatron. 

• 	 Tagging Eftldency: The tagging efficiency is estimated in Chapter 7 to be larger than 35%. We 
assume a value of 35% in constructing Table 9 

• 	 Recoastructioa Eftideacy: As mentioned above, a f1 = 4% • .JE e.m. calorimeter yields a re-
construction efficiency of 29% for an average Bs momentum of 35 GcV. The larger Bs mo-
menta at the Tevatron and somewhat larger track multiplicity may decrease this. Thus, for the 
Table 9 estimates, we assume the conservative value of 15%. 

A total of ~ 2700 tagged reconstructed Bs events is about four times the estimated need in Chap-
ter 2. Since 10 pb- 1 is an integrated luminosity that may be reached in a 10 day run in 1994, we see 
that a Bs'·Mixing measurement constitutes a relatively modest goal for this experiment. 

8.3 MOllte--Carlo SimlllIltioll ruul Allalysis ofRICH Coullter Data 

We have attempted to make a rca1istic estimate of the RICH identification efficiencies by simu-
lating the RICH counter response to events containing Bs decays. These simulated RICH data IUe 
then analyzed, in order to extract identification information for the particles. 

We have started by cIoin.a an accurate simulation of the Liquid RICH counter in the first (100-600 
mrad) spectrometer. Pa:rticle identification in the Liquid RICH counters IUe the most difIicult for the 
fonowing reasou: 

• 	 The number of partic1ea which produce Cherenkov light in the liquid radiator is larger than in 
the gas counters (pion threshold is about 0.2 GcV in the liquid and is about 2.6 GcV in the 
gas counters). 

• 	 T'he "rings'" IUe only rings for particles at nonnal incidence. Away from nonnal incidence, the 
light is seen in conic sections which have been truncated by light loss due to total intemal re-
flection in the liquid radiator. 

n H. Schroeder, Rapport.eur Talk ... XXIV InterDatiolW Conference in HBP (AI.lIUIt 1988 • MwUc:b. FRO) and DF.SY 
.8-101. 

aa [Po KIrCbin, Rapporteur Talk at SLAC Lepton. Photon Conference (AI.lIUIt 1989)]. 
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Table 9: Bs d: 11s Ellent Yields at tlte TevatTon Co/rider 

J,27dt = 
a(b6) ... 

10 pbam- 1 (1031 
50 "b. 

x 106) 

6.0 X 107 Bs 6.0 X 107 gs 0.12 ,. Bs Production 

1.8 X 107 1.8 X 107 0.30 ... 2-Arm Geometrical Acceptance 

8.1 x 1()4 8.1 x 1()4 4.5 • 10- 3 = Branchmg Ratios 
(Bs ...... Os·, Os and DK- with n.".) 
(Os ..... OS Y) 
(Os ..... KK."., KK3'II', KOK) 

5.7 x 1()4 5.7 x 1()4 0.70 ... live Time 

2.6 x 1()4 2.6 x 1()4 0.45 ... Trigger Efficiency (Os· 3'11' ..... DsY 3'11') 

8.9 X 103 8.9 X 103 0.35 ... Tagging Efficiency 

1.3 X 103 1.3 X 103 0.15 ... Reconstruction Efficiency (allowing fOf y) 

2.7 X 103 Total Reconstructed Bs and Hs Events 

• 	 The radii. of the liquid RICH 'rings' are large. Thus, there is considerable overlap of the rings 
from different particles. Tb.ere is a1ao some light loss to the walls of the counter. 

In order to obtain an overall efticiency for the RICH identification procedure, we have generated 
200 Bs events, in which all particles in the final state K + K - y4'II' are contained in the spectrometer 
aperture. FiB- 32(a) shows the momentum distribution for kaons which emerge from the decay of the 
Bs' FiB- 32(b) shows the mommtum for kaons in the spectrometer which are not from the Bs decay 
(they provide the candidate taging sample discussed in Chapter 7). 

To i11uatrate the enormous dift'erence between the signals in the detector planes of both types of 
counters, we show in Figs. 33(a,b) the detector planes for typical events in the liquid and gas RICH 
counters, respeetively. For the gas counter, the signals from nine events are superimposed. Note a1ao 
that the noise signals referred to below are not shown in these figures. 

Because the rings in the gas RICH are much much smaller and relatively well isolated, for the 
purposes of this study, we provisionally assume that the Gas RICH counter perfectly identifies an par-
ticles for which at least 4 photons are detected. We are in the process of extending our modeling to the 
entire system and should soon have a more complete answer. We tint describe the RICH counter 
simulation, then the reconstruction algorithm and finally present the results of this study. 

RICH Data SimuiatiOll 
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Figut'e 32: <a) Momentum distribution of K± which emerge from Bs - Os*3tr dec:ay.  
Shaded histogram shows those that enter the first spectrometer (100-600 mrad); (b)  

Momentum distribution of K ± in the detector, which do not come from the decay of Bs'  
Shaded. histogram is same as in (a).  

As cxplainad above in Sec.t.ion 5.6, each Jiquid. RICH counter conailts of a 1 em thick radiator 
which is followed by a 3mm thick quartz window. Chere:nkov photonJ which are emitted in the radia-
tor pass throuah the window into a 2S em Ions. helium-fillecl volume. After traversiq the helium, the 
photons pass throuah • aecond quartz window into the photon detector. 

For cue of ehm:d........ aD windows, dctecton and. radiaton were assumed to have surfaces per-
pendicular and. paa1W to tbe beam uis. This dift"en sJightly from the proposed geometry in which the 
normals to the wiDdowI are a10ns the averap particle direction (see Fia- 14). This approximation 
sliahtly decreueI the num.bcr of photonJ detec:ted in • riDs imap (bec:auIe of increued. losses due to 
total internal reflection), but should have little dect on the the riDs s:econ.structio problem. In fact, 
the averap number of -detected- photonJ aencrated by the proaram (20) is very cloac to the 23.4 
photons, measuredat for a IJ - 1 track normally incident on a similar pro1Otype module. 

All physical dec:ts relatina to the generation and. propaption of the Chere:nkov photonJ were 
carefu11y simulated.. Tracks entcriDa the RICH radiator are multiple.scatterecl between emission. of 
photonJ. The photons are propepted throuah the radiator, the two quartz windows and. the helium 
space, taJciDa into account the eDBrIY-dcpendent index of n:fr:actioD. and. absorption 1enath' in each 
medium. RefI.ecti.on probabilitia are calculated at each interface between two materials with dift'ering 
in.dicea of refiadion. and. photonJ were e1inrinatcd if rdlection. taka place. The distaDce each photon 

29 R. Arnold el aL [CRN/HB 87.0&) 

http:RefI.ecti.on
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Figr,n JJ: <a) Photon Images for One Typical Event in Detector Plane of Liquid RICH; (b) 
Photon 1m • ..,. in Detector Plane of Gas RICH. The signals from 9 events are superimposed 
in the gas RICH Dame. Noise signals referred to in the text are not shown in either Dame. 

indices of refraction aDd photons were e1iminated if reflection takes place. The distanc:e each photon 
travels in the detector bc=fom absorption is then calculated, aDd the detected photon position is digi-
~ assumina 3 )( 3 mmz pads. 

Chaenkov 1iabt is alao pneratcd by aU t.raA:ks u they traverse the quartz windows (this ctrect is 
expected to aa::oUDl for the major fraction of noise photons). These photons are propagated thm1l8h 
the counter to the detector in the manner described abow. It may be noted. that the counter configu-
rauon UIed in the pnam.t simuJation (perpendicular to the beam am, rather than rotated u in Fig. 14) 
overestimates the 1DIIDber of photons from this source, since most photons from tracks nmmally inci-
dent on the quat& .. iDtemaJly mfk:ded in the windows. 

AD..,. "sa. ' W RICH Data 

The inpu& to our provisional reconstruction algorithm is the Jist of tracks aDd their trajectories 
aDd momenta. III weD. III the Jist of hit RICH detector pads produced by the simulation propam. As 
described below, we a.uume that, if a particle's velocity is abow Chaenkov threshold for pions in the 
gas RICH counter, the gas counter gives a correct particle identification. 

For a liven meuured cbaqecl track, the analysis is based on the reconst:ruction of a Chaenkov 
enriuion angle, I, for each detected photon <at present, each struck 3 x 3 mmz pad is interpn:ted III 
one photon). A straiabtfoxwatd ray calculation, which includes refraction at the interfaczs. gives two 
equa1ions for tho coordj".. (x,y) of convened photons in the photon detector III a fimdion of I. aDd. 
the azimuthal Che:rankov enriuion aqIe, •. For each track. we use tbeIe equations aDd standard nu-
merical tedmiquea to give I aDd. • for each detected photon (ifa solution exists). 
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The subtequeat analysis is facilitated by the removal of hits in the Liquid RICH detector, which 
constitute 'backpouDd from two sources: 

• 	 For the relatively few tracks in each event which ale above Cberenkov tlm:shold in the Gas 
RICH, a nmdom. number, n, is generated according to a Poisson distribution, whose mean is 
the expected ~·dependent photo--e1ectron yield (20 for ~ = 1). If n>4, we assumc that the 
Gas RICH counter comctly identifies this trade: (tracks whose momenta ale between pion and 
bon tlm:sholds in that counter, and which have no light, are assumed to be bona). We then 
remove, from the Liquid RICH hit list, aU photona from these tracks which ale within 2 stan-
dard deviationa of their expected 8 (this standard deviation is discussed in Section 5.6). 

• 	 Cherenkov photons prodw:ed in the quartz detector window ale removed by removina aU hits 
produced in a 1 em radius circle about the point where the particle enters the photon detector. 

Since, as discussed above, the gas RICH counter is assumed to comctly identify all tracks which 
ale above about 2.6 GcV (pion tlm:shold in that counter), we now investigate with our detailed simu· 
lation how well the liquid RICH counter can be used to identify tracks with momentum below 2.6 
GcV. Fia- '34 shOWl a histo~' of the, valucs of 8 for an identi:&eq bon trade: in a typical Bs event. 
after the above cleanup procedure. A peak is seen at an angle which corresponds to the Cherenkov . 
emission angle for the trade: in question. In gc:neral, the situation may not be so obvious. 

20 ~--------------------------------~ 

16 

"'0  
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Figure 34: Histogram of reconstnJcted Cheren.kov emission angles for a typical bon trade: 
that is identified by the liquid RICH counter. The momentum of this bon is 1.7 GcV. 
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". 

In order to quantify the RICH identification picture. we have tentatively employed the following. 
somewhat arbitrary. algorithm. For each track with momentum below 2.6 GeV. and for each possible 
mass identity, we count the number of the photons within a 'road' of width. la, where a is the ex-
pected standard deviation on 9 referred to above. A photon count thus results for each mass identity 
possibility. For the particle to be uniquely identified as a particular type. the algorithm requires: 

• The photon count, n., > 5, within the 'road' for that particle type. 

• For all other particle types, their photon counts, n.,' < n., - 4. 

We are also exploring other more sophisticated algorithms but this relatively simple one already 
gives rather good results. Table 10 gives the results of the analysis for the sample of 200 events. The 
rows are the 'true' identities of the tracks and the columns are the identities deduced using the above 
algorithm. 

Table 10: RICH Counter Identification Matrix/or 200 Bs Events· 

Identification from RICH counters 

p K 'f1 pK". 

P 22 22 26  
"'True'  

K 3 372 5 62  
ID  

'f1 10 30 1277 673  

(.) For simplification, muons are not included here. Their contribution is small, however. 

We see in Table 10 that 8S% of all 'real' kaons are called kaons by the RICH counters. On the 
other band, of an tracks that are called kaons by the RICH counters, 88% of these are real kaons. As 
commented above, we are fairly confident that these efficiencies can be improved. as we use increas-
ingly more sopbistk:ated reconstruction algorithms. 
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8.4 Yielb 0/PotmtUd CP-Violating Cluuuutb 

Table II gives a summary of the various facton which determine the event sample size available 
for a CpoViolation measurement at the Tevatron Collider. The estimates assume a SO #Lb cross section 
for BII production and arc given for an integrated luminosity. J.5fdt == 200 pbam-1. Referring to Fig. 
6, we can see that the 115'taged events obtained in this run would permit a 3a or more measu:mnent 
of sin(2P) only for asymmetries larger than about O.a. 

Table II: IJO d - JI" gos Event Yields at Tevatron CoOider 

, 	 .' 

4.0 x lOS! Bd 4.0 x lOS! lid 

1.2 x IQSI 1.2 x lOS! 

4.7 x IQ4 4.7 x IQ4 

3.3 x lQ4 3.3 x lQ4 

6.6 x 10' 6.6 x 10' 

11.5 x lOa 

J.5fdt == 200 pbam- 1 (1051 ·2· 107) 

o(b6) == SO #Lb. 

0.40 == Bd Production 

0.30 == 2·Arm Geometrical Acceptance 

3.9' 10- 5 = Branching Ratios 
B - JNKs - /+/-,,+,,-

0.70 = Live Ttme 

0.20 = Triger Efficiency 

0.35 = Tagging Efficiency 

0.25 	 = Reconstruction Efficiency 

Total Reconstructed JNKs Events 

Our pretiminary estimates indicate that substantial radiation damage may occur durina the coune 
of a 200 pb-1 nm and. it may be necessary to replace the silicon once or twice during the coune of a 
CP experiment. However, radiation damage to the silicon at high luminosities is not a fundamental 
limitation, although it wiD probably be necessary to regard the silicon detecton as expendable, at a cost 
which is quite tolerable compared to the cost of the entire detector and of running the machine. 

". . . 
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9. DISCUSSION.& COST ESTIMATES 

Assuming eventual approval by summer 1991, we would endeavor to have the experiment de-
signed, built and tested in time for a run beginning during the last half of 1994. 1'here mnain.s one key 
question to answer: 

• Should one or two spedrometer :ums be instnunaated. 7 

To answer this question, ~ 8Ie two important points to note. This experiment would be the 
first of its kind and it would seem desirable to build one ann and after running and obtaining experi-
ence with it, to consider "'how thi:np should have been done'. But, equally important is our observa-
tion that cP-Vtolation is probably beyond the reach of any Tevatron co1lidcr experiment. On the oth-
er hand, physic8 items such as Bs-MiJdna 8Ie easily done with the available luminosity and the loIS of 
50% stat.istics that a single instrumented ann implica. Thus, we propose to build a single ann spec-
trometer system Q.t t~t.! +ilt'lt:.. 

Cost Estimates 

The major items which we consider here 8Ie 1) The silicon vertex detector, 2) The trackinl 
system (wire and pixel drift chambers), 3) RICH, 4) E1ectromagnetic Calorimeters, S) Magnets, 6) 
Trigger Processon, 7) Readout system, 8) Other computins needs, and 9) Mechanical devices for 
transport and support. 

The wire drift chambers contain about 30000 sense wires with building costs estimated at 
S24/wire. The electronics costs add an additional S48/wire giving a total of S72/wire. The pixel drift 
chambers, which have about 15000 wires, will use cheaper electronics and cost S48/wire. The total 
electronic and mechanical costs 8Ie thus estimated to be S2,880K. An additional SI44K will be needed 
for a laser alignment system and a gas delivery system for a system total of SJ,024K. 

The RICH detecton contain about 7 mZ of quartz costing S168K. Mechanical construction of the 
2.0 m 2 of RICH detector is estimated at SBOK. The gas system at S40K, liquid transport and cleaning 
system S40K and mirron SI6K. Other items include theIma1 regulation, Freon liquids and gasses, and 
mechanical mounts. The largest item is the readout electronics for 3.8x 10' channels which is estimated 
to cost SJ/channcl for the RICHIP. Development of this chip is almost finished and a 15,000 pad de-
tector is expected. to be equiJj:d !lOOn. Pad detecton have recently been tested and work as expected.. A 
full scale operatiDg detector is scheduled for spring 1991, and a full scale test of the combined radiator 
and detector system will take place early in 1992 Design. construction and testing of the full RICH 
system during the ensuina two yean appears eminently feasible. The total cost of the RICH system is 
estimated to be Sl,604K. 
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Tobie 12: Experimelll Cost Estim4tes in U.S. Dollan 

Device 

Si Detectors 
Readout electronics 
Mechanical Support 
VLSI Development 

Subtotal 

Mechanical 
Electronic Preamp 
Multihit TDC(8 bits, 4 ns) 
Multihit TOC(4 bits, 2S ns) 
Cables, Housing. Power 
Laser Alignment 
Gas Transport 

Subtotal 

Quartz Wmdows 
Detectors 
Gas System 
Liquid transport &. cleanina 
Mirrors 
Thermal Reaulation 
Mechanical Mounts 
Liquids &. Gases 
Electronica 

Subtotal 

Subtotal 

Quadrupole (t;4m.2m) 
Supen:ondudina Dipole (2-2.21113 ) 

Subtotal 

Quantity Unit Cost Total (KS) 

Silicon Venex Detector Sy.eaa 

S,OOO 480 
O.SO/eh 200 

200 

Wire Chambers (Traddng " 

4.S-1()4 
4.S-1()4 
3.0-1()4 
l.S-l()4 
4.S·1()4 

RlCHSy.eaa 

200 

1,080 

Pixel) 

24 1,080 
8 360 

32 960 
8 120 
8 360 

100 
40 

3,020 

168 
80 
40 
40 
16 
40 
40 
40 

3/eh 1,140 

1,604 

7,700 

1,600 
2,600 

4,200 
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Tabk 12: Experiment Cost Estimates in U.S. DoOQTS 

Quantity Unit Cost 

Data-Driven Triaer ProeaIor 

Computational Modules 
Control, Power. and Housing 
Deve1opmcm.t 

Subtotal 

Detector Encoc:Iing 
Data Buffering,lTransport 
HousinB &: Power 

Subtotal 

Online Host Computer 
Monitorina/Selection lAP Fum 

Subtotal 

Supports 
Transport 

Subtotal 

300 300 

Readout System 

200 800 
200 . 800 
30 3,200 

Other Computing 

700 2.000 

Total (KS) 

90 
SO 

200 

340 

160 
160 
96 

416 

80 
1,400 

1,480 

80 
80 

160 

TOTAL 
CONTINGENCIES (20%) 

GRAND TOTAL 

20,000 
4,000 

-24,000 

APPENDIX A - Trlaer AJprItIua " SiBaulatioa 

This is a detailed description of the Monte-Carlo study of the triger aJaoritbm and its perform-
ance wlW:h wu done for a e.m. energy,.Js 0.63 TeV, where the mean B momentum is 3S GcV.:III 

Since the mean momentum at the Tevatron only increases to about 4S GcV, and since there is not 
much incrcuc in track multiplicity throush the silicon detectors, the conclusions should still be valid. 

http:energy,.Js
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SUicaa Data SiIInIIadc.a .... Detector R........ In order to understaDd. the propc:rtiea of the sili-
con system. we haw ~ Monte-Carlo event samples of diB'crcnt types using the Lund program, 
PYTHIA 4.8, imbedded in the CERN detector simulation Monte-Carlo program, GEANT (We have 
compared PYTHIA event distributions with the com:spond.ing distributions from UAS data and have 
found reasonable agreement). 

Silicon response data for the various clasaes of Monte-Car1o events ate simulated in GEANT. We 
have included the following effects into the generation: 

• 	 Multiple Sait..... Both Gaussian aDd Moliere scattering were tried. The Gaussian fonn re-
sults in a somewhat more pesaimiJtic estimate of the t:r:iaPr suppression for minimum bias 
events aDd we use it for the results presented below. 

• 	 Nudar latendlonl We have tried both the Tatina aDd Geisha pachges, but see little differ-
ence between the two. The samples discussed below were generated with the Tatina package. 

• 	 .,.0 decays vOs ate aD.owed to decay into either yy or ye i'e- . 

• 	 y _ e i' e- eonvll'llic8 In the detector Here. as above. the electrons ate added to the track list 
and ate followed thmu&h the dcteetor as far aa they go. 

• 	 8-rays Charged particles traversina the dcteetor ate allowed to generate electrons with energies 
above 10 keV, wlUch ate subsequently tracked until they stop. 

The lint step in generat.ina the silicon response is to assign a quantity reprelCllting the amount of 
enet'IY deposited in the dcteetor by each charged track in an event. For eumpJe, Fig. 3S shows the 
distribution of eD.e1'IY ~ for tracks with m.omenta areater than 10 GoV which impinge on the 
detector at normal incidence. The enet'JY deposited. by delta rays aaaociated with the tracks is included. 

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Energy (KeV) 

F'igvre 3$: ErteTgy Dqt03ltkm in 200 "'" 0/Sillctm 

The enet'JY is divided between strips baaed on the path 1eDath.spea.t in ~ depletion layer of ~ 
strip. Next. the number of electron/ho1e pain is cah:ulated 1IIll!!UTI1170 pan per KoV of deposited 
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energy. Detector noiIe is accounted for by generating a normaD.y distributed random number with a 
width (a) of 1000 e1edrona and addin& it to the signal. The resulting total charge is then compared to a 
threshold of 4000 e1edrona, and a yes/no response is generated for each strip. We decided not to make 
use of pulse hciaht information, since it is cur:n:ntly impossible to read out such information from a 
real detector at a high enouah rate to satisfy the requirements of our on line trigger calculations. This 
algorithm remhs in a detector which is essentially fully efficient for tracks im.pinsing at angles less than 
about SOO mrad., but rapidly loses efficiency for larger angle tracks. 

TRIGGER ALGORlIlIM AND SIMULATION: 

Fig. 36 shows the flow diagram of the proposed trigger. We desc::ribe each step of the algorithm in 
detail. We refer to a coordinate system in which z is along the beam. direction, with x (horizontal) and 
y (vertical) pe:rpcndicular to z. 

• POINT FINDING 

First, the raw silicon hit information is transformed into points independently in the lIZ and yz 
planes. The problem here is to dispose of the clusters (contiguous hit strips). Fig. ~7(a) is the distribu-
tion of the number of contiguous hit strips generated in the Monte-Carlo simulation. The average 
cluster width is 1.6 strips. A point is defined. as the geometrical center of a cluster. A comparison of the 
points found in this way with the original track coordinates shows that they have a resolution of 16 
#Lm (full width half maximum) as demonstrated in fisure 37(c). 

The distribution of the number of points per silicon detector (i.e. one quadrant of one plane) is 
shown in Fig. 37(b). Althouah the charged track multiplicity is high, one quadrant sees on average, less 
than 1/8 of the total, resulting in the rather modest mean. multiplicity of 2.5 points per quadrant. 

• TRACK FINDING 

Next, st:raiab.t lines in both hemispheres, which traverse at least three planes of silicon, are found 
independently in their lIZ and yz projections. We demand that the points be coDincar to better than 
±2S #Lm. This rather strinsent cut corresponds to the multiple scattering of a 2 GeV/c track and thus 
tends to reject tracks with lower momentum which could degrade the vertex algorithm. Figure 38(a) 
shows the number of tracks found in the lIZ vs. yz projections using this procedure. The correlation is 
clear, althouah mainly because of the loss of lowest momentum tracks, there is a smearing. On aver-
age. the algorithm finds about 13 tracks in each view. Fig. 38(b) is a histogram of the number of par-
ticles which have traversed at least 3 detector planes minus the number of tracks found per event. As 
can be seen from this figure. the algorithm usually finds fewer tracks than are actually present (the 
overall efficiency is about 80%) because of the loss discussed above of tracks with momentum less 
than 2 GeV which fail the colliDeas:ity test. 

• ESTIM.4.TE PRIMARY VERTEX 

We use the 1:I'acb found above to estimate the position of the vertex. As shown below, this step is 
mainly needed. to dc:fioe the subaet of found tracks whose origins are near the primary vertex. 

We histogram together in 5 mm bins the z intercept of an found tracks in both the lIZ and yz 
views. (We use only the two hits closest to the beam to estimate the track parameters.) A z-intmcept 
histogram of a typk:a1 event from the miDimum bias sample is shown in Fl&- 39(a). Part (b) of this 
figure contains a histogram from a typk:a1 B evmt. For both evmts, most tracks are contained in two 
bins. There is seen to be very little difI'erenc:e on this scale between miDimum bias evmts and B evmta. 

We next loop over the histogram bins and find the two adjacent bins which contain the most hits. 
For our first estimate of the evmt vertex, we assume that the z coontinatc is the average position of 
these 2 bins, weighted by the number of hits in each bin, and that x - y" O. Using this method, the 
vertex is located with a precision of 1 mm along the z uis. . 

http:ESTIM.4.TE
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t Minimization Uain9 
Opposite Side Tracks Only 

(:;/'.,,) 

FigIn 36: TNt Trlggr Algorldtm 

• EXCLUDE TIlACKS WITH IMPACf P AIlAMETERS :> I ... 

This cut IeIWI the dual puzpollO of diIcaI:diDa tracks which come neitbIIr ftom. the primary vertex 
nor a B decay wrtex (such u stnmae partic:Je decay products or spur.io\ll tracks) aud u a buia fot re-
jection ofpileup (multiple intcrad:ioDJ in a bUDCh crosaiDa) u is diICUIIed below aud earlier in Sedion 
3.2. 

We de6De the impIct paramcte:r u the d.istaDce between the point on the tradt at the z of the. first 
vertex estimate and the z u:iL Fi&. 40 shows the impel parameter diltributioDa for vaDo\ll clusea of 
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a) Cluster Width b) Points/Quadrant 

mean. 1.8 

8 
c:) Actual Position - Found Hit 

-40 20 40 
(microns) 

tracks. Fis. 4O(a) is for tracb from. the primary vertex ouly. Most of tbeae tracks are in two 200 I'Il1 
bins. Very few .. actually outside the 1 tam cut. On the other harad. Fis. 4O(b) shoWi that tracks 
from KO aDd It. decay have a c:oDIidcrably broader distribution. RouablY half of all KO aDd It. decay 
tracks are tbrowB out by this cut. The impact puameter distribution for tracks from. B decays is 
somewhat broadII' tbm that of primary vertex tracks as can be ICICIl in Fis. 4O(d). On avenae the 1 
mm cut discanta about 1 more track from. B CMID.tI than from. minimum. bias CMID.tI. 

• REJECT EVENT IF MOB11IAN 10 TRACKS HAVE b > I _ 

This cut is aimed at pileup suppression. Fis. 4O(c) shows the impIct paramt:tcr distribution ob-
tained from. Monte-Cado pnerated. double events (two miDimum bias mmta in one bUDCb. crollin&). 
Except for the broad tail, the diauibution is very similar to Fis. 4O(a). The hiatoaramiDI method. wsed 
to find the first vertex estimate usually pM:ka out ona or the other vertex wheD two mmta occur at the 
same time. 1'he tracka from. the foUDd. vertex are mainly in the b - 0 peak, while the tracka from the 
second vertex form a broad backaroUDd.. alJo centered at b - O. 
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Figure J8: (a) The number of y-view tracks foWld, VI. number of x-view found. (b) the 
number of tracks fOWld minus number of tracks present. 

Fig. 41 shows the number of tracks per event whose impact parameten exa:ed 1 mm for three 
classes of events. Demanding that fewer than ten tracks be excluded results in a lou of a few percent of 
B events while suppresaiDg pileup by a factor of ten. 

• VERTEX FINDING BY Xl MINIMIZATION 

Events which pass the above track cut proceed to the next phue which consistl of refining the 
vertex estimate by min;mizatiou of the Xl given by: 

This equation contains independent sums over x and y view trKb. bu <byi) is the impact parameter 
of the i'th track in the x (y) view. Here. the impact parameter is the ctiItaDi:c between the point on the 
track at the z of the vertex and the vertex point which is no lonpr CODStI'IIined to be at x - Y- O. Track 
parameten are ettirnatM usiDa the two measured points ctoeest to the fint vertex estimate. A weight, 
au or ayi. is assigned to each impact parameter based on the track's slope (which gives a very rough 
indi.cat.iOn of the track's momentum) and the extrapolation diat.mce between the vertex and the closest 
IllAIURd point on the track. 

Fi&. 42 shows the Xl/OOF (Degree of Freedom) distribution obtaiDed from a sample of 
minimum bias evmtI. The distributioD is far from the ideal Xl/ooF diltributioD. It peaks at Xl/OOF 

---_._-----------------------
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Figun .39: z-Intercept Distributions for (a) Typical Minimum Bias Event (b) Typical BB' 
Event 

= 4 and has a tail C!m:ndinl to very biah values. This is due in part to the presence of non-vertex 
tracks in the sum aDd to the ratba: crude: catimatc of track momentum that is used in evaluatina the 
weight • 

• XZ cur AND lTERA'DON 

The xZ-distIibation shown in FJI. 42 with ita very lana tail (DOt shown) is imtdlicicat to obtain 
the required suppreaion of minimum bias events without simultaneously re:iec:tiDa an unaa:eptably 
large portion of the B events. HoWlM:r, we fiDd that if we diaemi the track with the larpst contribu-
tion to the XZ and relit, we can obtain aubatantia11y p:eatcr miDimum bias IUppI'eIIion with aa:eptable 
additionalloSICI of B eventa. The proc:edu:m is optimjpd by i:tcraUDa and diecardiDa up to 3 tracb. 
The results of applyiDa this proc:edu:m to minimum bias, b6' aDd. =evea.t samplea are shown in the 
next section. 

Additional suppnuion of mininwm bias events rc1ati:ve to B ewnu can be obtained. by usiDa 
only the tracks which point in the hrmiaphme oppoai1c the spectrometer and fomUna a x2OPP' The 
baaic: rationale bchiDd this is the observation that if a B meson is produced a:ad decays into thi spec-
trom.etc:r, the accompanyiDa S meson is very 1ib1y to be in the same hrmiaphme and therefore XZopp 
should be small. HoWlM:r, a minimum bias event which happau to have a Iarae x2 is equally likely to 
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Figur,40: Impact pt:II'QIIWt~ ciUtrlbutiOIU (a) tracb from the primary vertex. (b) tracb from  
KO and A decay. (c) tracb from two superimposed events. (d) tracb from B-mr:son decay.  

have its largest contributioDa from tracb in cit1u:r hemisphere. Thus. an additional t'ador of two SUP'" 
pression should be obtaiDable by requirina that Xlopp is small. Moreover. since two superimposed 
(Pileup) evenu with • Jarae xl/DOF are likely to haVe a mix of tracb from both events aoina into 
both b.em.iapb.ereI. • x2ppp cut wiD. yield. a similar suppression hare .. wat. Thus. for events which 
have a Xl larpr Ibm tbi cut value and which have at least 2 opposite-arm tracks in each view. we 
mate one more iteaation of the vertex minjmization procedu:re. usi:aa only those tracb. 
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APPENDIX 8 - Uquid-RadJator R.idI ReIoluta 

PAnlCI.F 

l 

r 
I

==:=============~~========~~==~~~ 
________F-______n,_·_1t__ 1_~x 

Figure 43: Liqvid-Radiator Geometry. 

The Xl pbme is defined to contain the radiator normal (z) and the partide ID.01'Daltum vector <P) 
as shown in Fia- 43 The photon emission point Ze a10Da the particle direction varia between 
- L/(2-eollp) < Ze < + L/(2-eo~ uui is 'IlD.IDeIIUt'&b. Heoce I7ze - L I (~12-eollp)' The pho-
ton energy 15 abo tmmeuurabJe bas III energy width AB detem:drIed by the dctec:tor respome, in 
this case "E"AB/.J2A-.31 oV. The photons are dctec:ted. at poinII (z, :K, y) in the detector volume 
with r.m.l. erron -Z" -x uui -T The Cbaenkov aqIe 9 may be reconst:ructed from the measured 
quantitica z, :K, y, ~ Zo - <Ze> - 0, n .. <n> - 1.278 with the formulu (valid for vanishingly 
thin window aDd railildor) 

coli - (siDlp/D)· ('I./r) + (collpln).../[nl. - (xl. +r}/rI] 

tan... y I [x:colllp-sinlp • ~(nY-x"-r)] 

The derivatives of theIe reconstnx:tion formulu aUow cak:uJation of the angular error at a giwn • via 
the relation tI, - (aB/&tr;.) -vi The daivativea are: 

http:AB/.J2A-.31
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88/1n. - Cft~/zXKf:!J"ltI- sin9ptanBsin2q./P2]  

88/(ty - Cft.JK/z)ainf{l/pz -cos9p(n% -1)/tI]  

a9/tJz = - (K/ZtI)(cos9ptan9 + sin8pCOst;)  

a9/asp = -cost;  

as/ilze = (t1mS.JK/zIl)[CftzK/tl2)(1- sinZSpsinZq.)+ sinzSpsinzq.]  

as/Un = (ntan9)-1(nZp2)(cos9p1t1)  
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1 Introduction 
The exploitation of hadron colliders as beauty factories would be impolISible without a high 
resolution vertex detector and an efficient and highly selective beauty trigger. A scheme for 
realizing such a detector and trigger was explored and extensively modeled in the context of 
a proposal to the CERN SPS committee[I]. Although this proposal was for an experiment at 
the SppS-collider, it was recognized that the apparatus built for the SppS collider experiment 
could serve as a basis for the more elaborate apparatus needed to cope with the higher energies 
of the next generation of hadron colliders. Indeed, the long range goal of the collaboration is 
an experiment with sufficient sensitivity to measure CP violation parameters in the decay of B 
mesons. The attainment of this goal awaits the high luminosites and high cross-sections of the 
next generation of hadron colliders. 

We report here on the design and construction of a test version of the proposed detector and 
present a preliminary analysis of the results obtained with it during the Fall 1990 SppS-collider 
run. The purposes of this test were to assess the feasibility ofoperating a silicon detector at a few 
millimeters from the beam axis, and to gather data for the off-line testing of trigger algorithms 
based on silicon hit information, which would select events containing beauty production. 

Fig. l(a) shows a side view of the detector used for this test. Part (b) of this figure shows 
a perspective drawing. The detectors are organized into 6 planes perpendicular to the beam 
axis. Each plane has 8 silicon detectors: 4 with vertical (x-view) and 4 with horizontal (y-view) 
strips. 

The "fixed-target" type geometry was adopted to accomodate the anticipated sharp peaking 
of B production in the beam directions[I]. The forward peaking of reconstruct able B mesons 
is even sharper since the decay products of B mesons produced near Feynman-x = 0 tend to 
have low momentum and therefore become easily lost in pattern recognition. The detector was 
therefore optimized for particles traveling in the forward and backward directions, at angles less 
than about 600 milliradians. 

In order to minimize extrapolation distance to the primary vertex, the detector was posi-
tioned at the center of the interaction region and the gap between upper and lower halves was 
reduced to the minimum distance consistent with clean running conditions. The detector is 
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mounted in a device (called a Roman Pot) which allows retraction ot the detector to a safe 
distance during beam manipulations and setups. 

The detector assembly and associated systeIIlJ are discussed in Sections 1 through 5. A 
discussion ot the performance ot the detector during the collider test run and a preliminary 
analysis ot the data taken during that run is presented in Section 6. 

2 The Detector 
2.1 Overview 
A photograph ot a detector with its associated readout hybrid is shown in Fig. 2. The assembly 
pictured here was appropriate tor readout ot the horizontal coordinate. The silicon detector is 
on the lett in this view. The seven chips next to the detector are SVX pre-amplifier/readout 
chips. A Kapton readout cable is shown plugged into connectors near the right-hand edge ot 
the hybrid. 

The detectors were supported by aluminum brackets glued to the back ot the alumina hybrids. 
Fig. 3 shows a side view ot two detector planes. Each detector is shown attached to its hybrid 
and heat sink. The distance between adjacent x- and y-view detectors was 2 mm and the distance 
between the center lines ot adjacent planes was 3.8 cm. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the aluminum support brackets were &fixed to a water-cooled mounting 
plate which was in turn attached to a vacuum bulkhead. As shown in Fig.s 3 and 4, a thin 
corrugated window separated the detector volume from the main SPS vacuum. Since the window 
was required to be thin, the detector volume was also evacuated. 

2.2 Silicon Detectors 
The silicon strip detectors were tabricated by the Central Institute tor Industrial Research (S.l.) 
in Oslo and are functionally similar to those used by the DELPHI experiment[2]. They have an 
active area ot 44.8 X 44.8 mm2 and thickness 280 jJm. Each detector has a total ot 1793 diodes 
with a pitch ot 25jJm, only halt ot which (every second one) is read out. The charge deposited on 
diodes between read out strips capacitively induces signal on neighboring strips, thus enhancing 
charge sharing and improving spatial resolution. Metal strips, which are bonded to preamplifier 
inputs, run the length ot the diodes and couple capacitively to the underlying p-strips via a 
200nm thick oxide layer. Each p-strip is connected to a common bias bus through individual 
'" 6 MO polysilicon bias resistors. We find more than a 99% yield ot good strips and leakage 
currents in the range ot 50 pA/strip to 1 nA/strip. 

2.3 SVX Chips 

A detailed discussion ot the properties ot the Lawrence Berkeley designed SVX-D chip can be 
tound elsewhere[3]. We present only a functional description relevant to the design otthe support 
electronics. 

The SVX-D is a CMOS chip which contains 128 charge-sensitive preamplifiers with an overall 
gain ot about 15 mv ftc as well as circuitry tor multiplexing and optionally "sparsitying" pulse-
height information (Le. reading out only those strips whose charge is above a set threshold). 

In addition to the 128 preamplifier inputs, the SVX has the tollowing input/output lines: 

• A set 	ot eight bi-directional data lines which is used to read addresses ot hit strips, to 
set and reset various switches in the pre-amplifiers, and to write a chip number during 
ini tialization. 

• Three control signals which determine the tunction ot the data lines. 

• 	 A calibration line by which charge is injected to set a threshold tor sparse readout. 

• 	Input and output priority signals which allow daisy-chaining ot an arbitrary number ot 
SVX chips. 
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• A gated analog line which, during readout, outputs a voltage proportional to the charge on 
the strip currently being read out. The analog line is only active when the chip currently 
has priority. 

The SVX requires two sources of power, an analog power of six volts which is supplied to 
the bottom of the chip as well as a bonding pad, and a digital power of between five and six 
volts which is supplied to a bonding pad. 

For each strip read out, the SVX first outputs the chip number (which is written to the chip 
during initialization) followed by the strip number onto the eight data lines while simultaneously 
outputting the analog pulse height onto a common bus. 

2.4 Hybrid Design 
Each silicon detector (896 strips) requires seven SVX chips, which were mounted on ceramic 
alumina hybrid circuit boards. There were two different but similar hybrid designs for the x-
and y-view detectors. The two designs were needed since connections could only be made near 
the outer vertical edges due to space limitations. 

Both hybrid types contain five main layers silk-screened onto the alumina substrate. The 
lowest two layers have horizontal and vertical gold traces intended to bring the control, data, 
calibration, and analog signals to and from the SVX chips. An SVX analog power plane, an SVX 
digital power plane, and then a ground plane are layered above. Dielectric material electrically 
isolates the various layers. Surface mount capacitors provide filtering for the SVX power. The 
SVX chips are glued with conducting epoxy onto an exposed section of the analog power plane. 
Connections to the input/output pads of the SVX chips and the gold traces on the hybrid 
are made via an ultrasonic wire bonding process using one mil diameter aluminum wire. Two 
sixteen-pin surface mount connectors manufactured by DuPont (Microflex) were mounted on 
each hybrid. 

2.5 Detector Mount 
The individual silicon detectors were glued to hybrids along one edge, with a two millimeter 
overlap. The hybrids were then glued to aluminum brackets, which also served as heat sinks, 
using silver-impregnated epoxy for good heat conduction. The'gluing was done under micro-
scope and on a vacuum jig with a precision of ten microns perpendicular to the strips and one 
hundred microns parellel to the strips. The detectors were positioned for gluing with reference 
to alignment holes on the heat sink and to the heat sink surface which abuts the mounting 
plates. Each assembled detector was attached to its mounting plate with a single screw. The 
x-view detectors were held in position with alignment pins. 

The two water-cooled mounting plates (for top and bottom hodoscopes) each consisted of 
two 2 cm thick plates glued together. Before gluing, a channel for cooling water was machined 
into the inner surface of one of the disks and matching slots were machined into both disks for 
the passage of readout cables. Fig. 5 shows a photograph of a partially assembled hodoscope. 
Five of the six planes had been mounted at the time the photograph was taken. The x- and y-
view detectors for each quadrant were mounted with diode strips facing each other across a. 2 
mm gap. The cable slots for the sixth (as yet unmounted) plane are visible on the right-hand 
side of this photograph. 

Each mounting plate was attached to vacuum bulkheads by means o((our precisely-machined 
aluminum bars. The vacuum bulkheads were made from 3cm thick aluminum plates, which 
bolted onto the Roman Pot assembly (described below). Signals to and from the SVX chips tra-
versed from vacuum to atmosperhic pressure on printed-circuit boards ("feed-through boards") 
which were glued with Araldite into the bulkheads. The bulkheads also contained ports for 
vacuum pumps and cooling water. Fig. 6 shows the same five-plane assembly pictured in Fig. 5 
after it had been joined to the vacuum bulkhead. The bulkhead is at the bottom of the figure. 
The vacuum-side portions of the printed-circuit boards can be seen traversing the bulkhead and 
a cooling-water tube is visible in the forground. 
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2.6 Assembly and Testing 
Upon receipt from the manufacturer, the silicon detector wafers were subjected to a thorough 
visual inspection at a microscope station with the intention of catching physical defects such 
as shorts between strips, breaks in the bias and guard rings or di1Fuaion strips, and poorly cut 
wafer edges. 

After visual inspection, electrical measurements were made of the coupling capacitance and 
the interstrip capacitance and resistance. Additionally, the leakage currents of the guard ring 
and bias strip were monitored for a period of 40 to 50 hours. Typically, bias strip currents 
were in the range 0.1 - 1.0 ",amps while the guard ring currents would increase over a period of 
about one day from an initial value of about 1 - 10 ",amps to 20 -100 fJ&nlps and then stabilize. 
Approximately 10% of the detectors were rejected either for physical or electrical defects. 

The SVX chips were tested at Lawrence Berkeley Lab using a procedure developed for the 
CDF ",vertex detector. Our batch had the unusually low yield of 13% good chips. Using the 
test results, an attempt was made to match as closely as possible the nominal analog output 
voltage for each set of seven SVX chips on a given detector. No additional tests were performed 
on the SVX chips before mounting on the hybrid assembly. 

The alumina hybrids were designed by our group and manufactured at CERN. After man-
ufacture, they were visually inspected for obvious defects, then passive components (resistors, 
capacitors and connectors) were mounted. The hybrids were tested for continuity between bond-
ing pads and connectors and for shorts between adjacent lines. The SVX chips were then glued 
in place and wire-bonded to the hybrids. 

At this point, the hybrid assembly was tested. The test setup was similar to the experimental 
readout system which is discussed in Sec. 5. It consisted of a MicroVax controlling a CAMAC 
crate which contained a sequencer module (SRS)[4] to generate the SVX clocking signals, and a 
readout module (SDA)[4] to read and store the analog and digital address information from the 
SVX's. A test board provided the electrical interface to the detector assembly and contained a 
variable charge injection circuit as well as oscilloscope test points. The following checks were 
made: 

• analog output voltage responds to charge injection onto the calibration line; 

• priority propagates through the SVX chain; 

• average analog outputs of most channels are correct; 

• noise levels of most channels are small; 

• correlated shifts of baselines (common-mode) on all channels of a chip not too large; 

• no (or few) skipped, out of sequence, or multiple occurrences of digital addresses. 

Problema detected by the testing were repaired, sometimes with the use of a probe station 
for tracking down lell obvious malfunctions. Not all problema were considered serious enough 
to warrant the risk of creating a worse condition by attempting repairs. An example would be 
a channel which was always skipped during readout. 

After gluing the hybrids to the heat sinks and the detectors to the hybrids, the 896 readout 
stripi were bonded to the inputs of the SVX preamplifiers using a semi-automatic bonding 
machine. This process took approximately two to three hours per detector. The detector 
pictured in Fig. 2 does not have an attached aluminum. heat sink (it was a test assembly) but 
otherwise shows a detector at this stage of assembly. 

The above tests were then repeated with the detector attached and biased. As a final test 
each detector was scanned with a tightly focused, pulsed LED light source to verify that all (or 
most) channels responded and to get a rough measure of the relative analog gain differences 
between the SVX's. The detectors were then assembled onto the mounting plates as shown in 
Fig. 5. 
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3 Installation and Roman Pots 

3.1 Roman Pots 
The silicon detector must be isolated from the SppS machine vacuum for two reasons: 

1. 	The pressure in the vacuum system around experimental areas of the SppS must be in the 
low 1O-1°mbar range. However, the gas load ('" 10-3 mbar * lis) of the complete silic~m 
detector assembly precludes pumping to this pressure range. 

2. 	 The detector must be electromagneticaJIy shielded from the beam bunches which set up 
strong image currents in the vacuum chamber waJIs which could cause very serious noise 
pickup in the detectors. 

Thus, a metaJIic, vacuum-tight separation with low outgassing rate was needed. The separa-
tor was also required to present a minimum thickness to particles traversing the detector's active 
volume in order to minimize multiple scattering, particularly of smaJI angle tracks. We therefore 
developed a special aluminium vacuum vessel which had a very thin (200#-,m) corrugated AI-foil 
in the sensitive volumes of the detectors as shown in Fig. 3. Since such a thin Al-foil could not 
withstand the pressure difference of one atmosphere, the silicon detector assembly was designed 
such that it could be pumped down to about 10-4 mbar and therefore exclude aJI forces on the 
Al-foil. 

For reasons of expediency, the whole arrangement, pot and silicon detector, had to be de-
signed such that it could be fitted into the existing Roman Pot driving mechanism which is 
described below. 

Fig. 7 shows the aluminum vacuum vessel with its two corrugated side walls. This piece 
was machined from a single piece of aluminum using a numerical-controlled milling machine. 
The free space between the two side waJIs, which housed the silicon detector planes, was later 
covered with the 200 #-,m thin Al-foil. 

The corrugated shape of the Al-foil was produced using special tools as shown in Fig. 8 and 
afterwards annealed in order to stabilize the corrugated shape. It was then glued to the side 
walls of the pot with a spedal silver charged Araldite to ensure good electrical contact between 
the Al-foil and pot, and thus maintain adequate electromagnetic shielding. Fig. 9 shows a 
close-up of the corrugated region of the pot, after instaJIation of the Al-foil. 

Since the total surface of glue ('" 50 ~ thick line over the length of the corrugated shape) 
exposed to the mtra High Vacuum (UHV) system of the SPS is less than 1% of the surface of 
the complete pot, its contribution to the total outgassing rate is negligible. Fig. 10 shows a 
det&il of the connection of the Al-foil to the pot. 

3.2 Positioning Mechanism 
Given the short time aJIowed for construction of equipment for this test, it was not possible 
to design and build an optimized positioning mechanism. We therefore used, with minimal 
compromise, an existing Roman Pot mechanism which had previously been used for diffractive 
measurements by two experiments at the SppS-collider. A photograph of the mechanism is 
shown in Fig. 11. 

The mechanism aJIows detectors, mounted inside pots above and below the beam, to be 
displaced along the vertical axis. The pot ftanges are connected to the vacuum chamber of 
the machine by bellows. During beam manipulations, the inner edge of the vacuum shield was 
retracted to a distance of about 5 em from th~ nominal beam position. During data-taking runs, 
the two pots were brought close to the beam axis as shown in Fig. 4. The pot position was 
adjusted and monitored using a linear position transducer with an accuracy better than 50~. 

3.3 Pumping system 
Fig. 12 shows the schematic layout of the special pumping system instaJIed for this test. The 
line between the SPS sector valves VVSl and VVS2 represents the SPS vacuum system with 
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the pot assembly in the center. VPRSI to VPRS3 are turbomolecular pumps backed by rotary 
vane pumps. VGI, VG2 and VG-SPS are vacuum gauges and VI to V4 are roughing valves. On 
each side ofihe pot, a combination of a 400l/s sputter-ion with a 1000l/s sublimation pump 
(VPS) wu installed for UHV production. 

The initial pump down from atmospheric pressure of the SPS vacuum system and of the 
pots down to about 10-1 mbar is made with VPRSI via the valve VI and V2. Below a. pressure 
of 10-1 mbar, measured on VG2 and VG-SPS, valve V2 closes automatically and VPRSI is 
pumping via VI only the pots. At the same time V3 and V 4 are opened to pump the SPS 
vacuum system with the help of VPRS2 and VPRS3. After a bakeout at 150°C of the SPS 
vacuum system, UHV production with the VPS's was started. 

In case of a sudden pressure rise higher than 10-1 mbar in the SPS vacuum system or in the 
pots, VVSl and VVS2 as well as the roughing valve VI close and the separation valve V2 open 
in order to equalize the pressures in both vacuum systems and therefore avoid damage to the 
detector or thin AI-foil of the pot. 

After a short power cut the pumping system restarts automatically. H there is however a 
slow pressure rise above 10-1 mbar due to an extended power failure of a few hours, the complete 
pumping system will be blocked and can, for safety reasons, only be manually restarted. 

The best pressure obtained in the SPS vacuum system after a few weeks of pumping was 
about 5 X 1O-1o mbar with a residual gas composition mainly composed of hydrogen and water 
vapor. The pressure in the pots was maintained at about 5 x 10-4 mbar. 

4 Silicon· Power System 
The power system supplies the DC voltages to run the detectors, with the requirements that 
these voltages have low noise « 1 m V at the detector) and that every bias current is monitored. 
The system consists of a switch panel in the counting room for individual control of each of the 
48 detectors; the supplies, mounted in a rack next to the detector; and a monitoring system 
composed of a CAMAC multiplexer and ADC module, read out by a Caviar unit in the counting 
room. The use of opto-couplers to switch individual detectors assures total electrical isolation 
of the control circuitry thus minimizing noise pick-up. 

The SVX analog and digital voltages as well as voltages to power the PID boards (described 
below) were generated by commercial supplies (Ultronix). 

Ninety volt batteries (Eveready No. 490) were used to bias the detector back planes, since 
suitably decoupled batteries provide ripple-free voltage, and make individual detector current 
monitoring relatively simple. Four batteries were mounted in a double-width NIM module. The 
output voltage for each channel could be independently adjusted in the range 0 to 90 V and 
was determined by a combination of an external reference voltage, common to all supplies and 
potentiometers for each channel as shown in Fig. 13. Two Darlington connected transistors 
provide a low output impedance, and independence from battery voltage changes. With typical 
bias voltages of SOV and currents of 1 to 100pA (due mainly to guard ring leakage), battery 
life is greater than 6 months. 

The voltages and currents of all supplies were continuously monitored by a CAMAC analog 
scanner and DVM (Lecroy LG5310), and displayed in the counting room in bar graph form. 
The SVX analog and digital voltages and the detector bias voltage are interlocked to insure that 
they could be turned on only in the correct order. 

5 Triggering and Readout System 
The control signals necessary for operation of the SVX chips were generated by the Lawrence 
Berkeley designed SRS (SVX Readout Sequencer)[4] CAMAC module. This module contains an 
AMD2910 sequencer and 12 kbytes of program memory which may be downloaded from the host 
computer. Approximately 6 kbytes of the memory are used to store bit patterns which are sent 
to front panel outputs to drive the SVX's. The AMD2910 addresses successive locations of the 
internal memory to access these bit patterns, but may jump to any specified address depending 
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on the state of front panel input signals (e.g. scintillator trigger signal). This permits access to 
the dift'erent sets of bit patterns required either by the sampling sequence or by the SVX readout 
sequence. 

The SRS control signals were converted to dift'erentiallevels and sent over a 50 m fiat twisted 
pair cable to the interaction region, where a repeater board converted them to single ended TTL 
levels. The control signals then traveled another two meters over two fiat cables to twelve Plug-
In-Driver (pm) printed circuit boards of the top and bottom half detectors. This signal path is 
indicated in Fig. 14 for the upper detector hodoscope. As shown in this figure, there is one pm 
board for each detector plane. The PID boards plug into feed-through boards which together 
with short Kapton cables, relay signals to and from the hybrids, through the vacuum bulkhead. 
Two analog output daisy-chains from each pm board are routed to the control room on shielded 
twisted-pair cable. 

The purpose of the pm was to: 

• fan out control and data signals to the hybrids; 

• 	daisy chain the readout of the x- and y-view hybrids from each quadrant to produce two 
daisy-chains of 1792 channels per pm board (for a total of 24 daisy-chains); 

• 	convert the single-ended SVX analog output signals to dift'erentiallevels which are sent to 
the counting room via approximately 50 m of shielded twisted pair cables; 

• mulitplex the digital data signals (strip number and chip number) from the SVX chips 
onto a bus common to all PID boards. Signals from any daisy-chain could be selected 
from the counting room for diagnostic purposes. (This bus is not shown in Fig. 14.) 

The detector readout was triggered by a coincidence of scintillation counters, which detected 
particles produced at polar angles between 0.027 and 0.11 rad. The trigger was sensitive to 
approximately 45% of the total cross section and introduced minimal bias. 

Synchronization with the beam crossing was accomplished by means of a signal from a 
directional coupler which sensed the beam passage. When live, the SRS generated a double-
correlated sample and hold sequence for every beam bunch crossing (3.8psec). Upon receipt of 
a scintillator trigger, the SRS initiated and controlled the SVX readout. 

We did not utilize the sparsmcation feature of the SVX since, in the short time available to 
us, we were not able to adequately evaluate its performance. We were particulary concerned that 
charge fiuctuations at the inputs to the preamplifiers on time scales comparable to the readout 
cycle would result in common baseline shifts which would render the sparsmcation useless. 
Rather, we chose the CERN-designed SIROCCO U[5J (SIDcon ReadOut Camac COntroller) 
module for analog to digital conversion. This module features optional hit sparsmcation as well 
as common mode and pedestal subtraction. It contains a lO-bit fiash ADC, and internal memory 
to store pedestals and pedestal subtracted pulse heights for up to 204.8 channels. Twenty four 
of these modules were used (one for each daisy chain). 

Readout to the host computer (MicroVAX U) was implemented using standard CAMAC and 
ROMULUS/REMUS modules. Silicon hit data together with pulse-height, pulse arrival time 
and scaler information from the scintillators were written to 8 mm tape cassettes using Exabyte 
tape drives. 

Data was collected with full detector readout as well as under SIROCCO U sparsification. 
Approximately 1.4 million events were written in the full readout mode. The data acquisition 
rate was limited to approximately 3 Hz by the tape writing speed. The full event size was 172 
kbytes. 

For readout sparsmcation, the threshold was set at three times the average r .m.s. noise found 
in the two daisy-chained detectors for each SIROCCO U . Only channels passing the threshold 
were read out and written to tape. In order to monitor pedestal stability and common mode 
noise, 21 additional "monitor" channels (2% of the total), were always read out. Thresholds for 
hot channels were set such that those channels were never read out. The event size was typically 
9 kbytes, and the acquisition rate was approximately equal to 35 Hz. About 5 million events 
have so far been collected in this mode. 
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6 System Performance &; Data Analysis 
The silicon Microvertex detector was tested under high luminosity (typically 2 x 1030cm-2,,-!) 
collider operating conditions during the Fall 1990 run. The most important result obtained from 
run is that it is possible to cleanly and routinely run a silicon detector at a distance of 1.5 rom! 
(approximately 15 beam widthes) from the beam. 

In more detail: 

1. 	 We saw no increase in scintillator counting rates as the pot window was brought from 
5 cm to 1.5 rom, indicating that the beam scrap~rs which were positioned at 6 beam 
widthes were still effectively shadowing the detector assembly. We found however, that 
when positioning the window to a distance of 1.2 rom from the beam, we ex.perienced an 
increase in scintillator counting rates of about a factor of two, which can be accounted for 
if aproximately one halo track per bunch crossing interacts in the aluminum shield. Thus, 
we chose to run regularly at the 1.5 rom distance. 

2. 	 We saw no evidence for run-to-run variations in the average vertical position of the beams 
and were thus able to set the detectors to the same position at the start of every SppS 
filL Preliminary analysis of reconstructed verticies shows that over the course of a run, 
the SppS beams were steady to better than 100 p.m. 

3. 	 Forty seven of the 48 detectors functioned properly when installed into the Roman Pots 
and subjected to vacuum. The back-plane of the one failed detector developed a short 
to ground. Two SVX chips (256 channels) of another detector failed during the run due 
to a power glitch. Of the remaining 46 detectors, 386 ( 1% of remaining channels) were 
unusable due to high noise levels caused mainly by defects in the silicon (e.g. holes in the 
Si02 layer resulting in shorts between a diode and its readout strip). Therefore, a total of 
96.4% of the 43008-strip system was found to work. 

4. 	Electronic effects, such as pedestal shifts, due to RF pickup of the passing beams was not 
seen. 

5. Total detector leakage current decreased when the detector was 	put into vacuum and 
remained low during the course of the run. Typical total leakage currents varied between 
1 and 20 j.lamps while in vacuum. This compares to values in the range of 100 to 200 
j.lamps as measured on the test bench in air. 

6. Strip noise showed no noticable increase during the course of the run, thus no significant 
radiation damage was observed. This is further illustrated by Fig. 15(a) which shows the 
rms noise levels in units of ADC channels of a typical detector as a function of channel 
number. The data for this plot were taken near the end of the collider run. Since the beam 
passes nearest to strip 896, the radiation dose from interactions increases with increasing 
strip number. The fact that the rms noise shows no corresponding increase indicates that 
no significant interaction-induced radiation damage had occurred. 

7. 	 Based on an event scan, the number of tracks coming from a sources outside the pp 
interaction region (e.g. "beam halo") was neglible. 

8. 	The detectors and associated readout electronics displayed ex.cellent signal to noise charac-
teristics. The average duster2 pulse height distribution for a typical detector is plotted in 
Fig. 15(b) for all clusters with width less than four strips and (cross-hatched) all clusters 
with width equal two. The average of the uncut distribution is 94.5 ADC counts while 
the average of the cluster width equal two distribution is 74.9 ADC counts. Dividing 

lThe inner edle of the aluminum window was positioned at 1.5 mm. The edle of the sensitive region of the 
silicon was 3.0 mm from the bum. 

1 A clulter i. defined as a coniiluoUi series of .trips each with a pulse heilhi more than 4. iimes the rms noise 
t.nd with toial clu.ier pulse height more than 5 times ihe rms of all strip. in the clUiter 
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this last value by the average rms noise shown in Fig. 15(a) of about 2.2 ADC counts 
gives an average signal to single channel noise of 34.0. (When no cut is made on cluster 
width, the average signal to single channel noise is 43.4 but there is evidence for significant 
contribution from hits originating from two nearby tracks.) 

9. 	 The distribution of cluster hit multiplicity in one typical detector is shown in Fig. 16(a). 
The average hit multiplicity per detector is 1.8. The distribution of hits as a function of 
strip number is shown in Fig. 16(b). The comparison of these and other distributions with 
Monte Carlo is under study. 

lO. 	Event dispays tend to be clean and contain few clusters which are not associated with 
tracks from a common vertex. Fig. 17 shows a relatively high multiplicity but otherwise 
typical event. 

Conclusions 
A large silicon system was assembled and operated at very short distance from the SppS-collider 
beam, in the LSS5 high luminosity interaction region. 

The detector performance was satisfactory with signal to noise ratios in the range 20 to 30, 
which allows an on-line pedestal subtraction and zero suppression with high efficiency. 

The background due to beam halo particles, and the effect of RF induced signal from bunch 
crossing was found to be negligible. 

The success of this test leads to the conclusion that a detector of this kind might be very 
effective in tagging beauty particles produced in the forward region in high energy hadronic 
collider, at the level of both on-line trigger and off-line analysis. 
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Figure 1: (a) Side view of the detector configuration. The black lines indicate the x-view detector 
positions and the gray lines indicate the y-view detector positions. (b) Perspective drawing of 
detector. Only four of the eight detectors in each plane are visible. The strip orientation of the 
hidden detectors is perpendicular to that of the detectors they face. 
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Figure 2: Photograph of a single silicon strip detector with its associated alumina hybrid &tld 
readout chips. 
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Figure 3: Side view showing two detector planes. The y-view detectors for each plane are on 
the left of the corresponding x-view detectors. 
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Figure 4: Sketch of the upper silicon half-detector mounted inside a Roman Pot. The bottom 
of the corrugated window is shown at a distance of 1.5 mm from the beam. 
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Figure 5: Photograph or a partially assembled halt-detector. Five or the six planes had been 
mounted at the time the photograph was taken. 
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Figure 6: Photograph of the five-plane assembly joined to a vacuum bulkhead. 
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Figure 1: Photograph of a Roman Pot, taken before mounting of the corrugated window. 
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Figure 9: Close up photograph of the corrugated w
indow

 on the R
om

an Pot designed for this 
test. 
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Figure 10: Detail ot the joint between the 200 pm window aDd the Romao. Pot. 
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Figure 11: Pot politioniDg mechanism, alter installation in LSS6. 
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Figure 15: (a) The l'ID.I noise of a typical detector plotted VS. channel number. (b) Cluster 
pulse height distributiolli. The unhatched histocram is for all clusters with width Ie.. than four 
strips. The hatched histocram is for all width=2 clusters. 
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Figure 16: (a) Hit multiplicity diltribution on one detector. The average hit multiplicity is 1.8. 
(b) Hit diatribution VI. ch&II.D.el number for a typical detector. 
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Figure 17: Pulse height distribution vs.channel for the six planes of one detector quadrant for a 
single event. Only pulse heights greater than" times the rm.s noise are plotted. 
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